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”The industry has not done any
favors to young advisors,” says
Douglas Boneparth, who owns Bone
Fide Wealth in New York.

If you want to sell your
practice for a big pay
day, aim for annual
growth of 15%. That
means reinvesting
intelligently.
BY BRENT BRODESKI
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ANOTHER MOMENT IN HISTORY
WHEN TWO GREAT THINGS HAVE
COME TOGETHER TO MAKE
SOMETHING GREATER
Is TCA by E*TRADE an even better combination than a fork and spoon in one utensil?
Short answer: yes. Long answer: TCA by E*TRADE is designed around you and your needs
as a registered investment advisor (RIA), with unique one-on-one services to help you and
your clients achieve your goals. This includes our Liberty platform, built specifically to help
your RIA business by providing advanced investment and account management technology.
Visit etrade.com/tca to learn more.

Investment Products: Not FDIC Insured - No Bank Guarantee - May Lose Value. Trust Company of America, the Trust Company of America logo, TCAdvisor and Liberty are registered trademarks of E*TRADE Financial
Corporation. All other trademarks mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners. Product and service offerings are subject to change without notice. ©2018 E*TRADE Savings Bank, doing business as
“TCA by E*TRADE”, Member FDIC. All rights reserved.
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KICK BACK AND GET SMART

TAPPING THE ESG MARKET
Soaring sustainable invesments
Worldwide assets jumped more than 500% to nearly $23 trillion over a 10-year period.
$22.89T
$18.54T

$13.34T
$8.58T
$3.78T
2006

$5.36T

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

Source: Global Sustainable Investment Review 2012-2016; Morningstar

Soak Up Some Sun and Wisdom

Impact Investing

On your next summer getaway,

Worldwide sustainable investment

cozy up with one of the books that

assets jumped more than fivefold to

equipped wealth management execu-

nearly $23 trillion between 2006 and

tives with the tools to succeed in their

2016, according to the most recent

roles. You might just learn something

data from the Global Sustainable

that will help your work life when you

Investment Review. Learn more about

get back. Go to https://bit.ly/2Mpx7dn

what ESG investing could mean for

EVENTS
Sept. 23-26
XYPN Live
St. Louis
https://bit.ly/2ElpZuf
Oct. 3-5
FPA Annual Conference
Chicago
https://bit.ly/2rzKz6Y
Oct. 15-18
NAPFA Fall National Conference
Philadelphia
https://bit.ly/2s29nFD
Oct. 28-31
Schwab Impact
Washington
https://bit.ly/1nWZoVd

clients at https://bit.ly/2J0rpwq
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IF YOU THINK AN ANnuity is

HARD TO EXPLAIN,
Try telling a client

THEY may RUN
OUT OF INCOME.
People trying to save for the future face many obstacles. A variable annuity with the purchase
of an add-on benefit1 can help address many of these challenges. So, isn’t it worth the time to
understand a product that can provide a protected lifetime income stream2, growth potential,
and even the comfort of leaving money to loved ones?

Visit Jackson.com to learn more about how you can help your clients create lifetime income.
Variable annuities are long-term, tax-deferred investments designed for retirement, involve investment risks and may lose value.
Earnings are taxable as ordinary income when distributed and may be subject to a 10% additional tax if withdrawn before age 59½.
Before investing, investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and
expenses of the variable annuity and its underlying investment options. The current contract prospectus
and underlying fund prospectuses, which are contained in the same document, provide this and
other important information. Please contact The Company to obtain the prospectuses. Please read the
prospectuses carefully before investing or sending money.
Optional benefits are available for an extra charge in addition to the ongoing fees and expenses of the variable annuity. The long-term advantage of the optional benefits will vary
with the terms of the benefit option, the investment performance of the variable investment options selected, and the length of time the annuity is owned. As a result, in some
circumstances the cost of an option may exceed the actual benefit paid under that option. Death benefits terminate if the contract value falls to zero.
2
Protected lifetime income of the optional lifetime benefits becomes effective at issue if the designated life/owner is age 59½ at issue, or upon the contract anniversary following
designated life’s/owner’s 59½ birthday, provided the contract value is greater than zero and has not been annuitized.
Guarantees are backed by the claims-paying ability of Jackson National Life Insurance Company® or Jackson National Life Insurance Company of New York®.
The latest income date allowed is age 95, which is the required age to annuitize or to take a lump sum. Please see the prospectus for important information regarding the
annuitization of a contract.
In certain states, we reserve the right to refuse any subsequent premium payments. Does not apply in Oregon.
Annuities are issued by Jackson National Life Insurance Company (Home Office: Lansing, Michigan) and in New York by Jackson National Life Insurance Company of New York (Home
Office: Purchase, New York). Variable annuities are distributed by Jackson National Life Distributors LLC, member FINRA. May not be available in all states and state variations may
apply. These products have limitations and restrictions. Contact the Company for more information. Jackson is the marketing name for Jackson National Life Insurance Company and
Jackson National Life Insurance Company of New York.
1

Not FDIC/NCUA insured • May lose value • Not bank/CU guaranteed
Not a deposit • Not insured by any federal agency
CNC18955 09/17
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Editor’s View

FOLLOW
THE
Choose, Use
LEADER or Lose
Advisors who don’t offer digital planning tools to
clients may lose them.
I recently came away disappointed from a meeting
with a financial planner I’d considered hiring. Our
conversation went well until the end, when he told
me I’d need to fill out a 14-page PDF with details
large and small, including my address, children’s
information, real estate holdings, fixed expenses and
salary details. My enthusiasm drained away. This
planner worked for a firm that already had this
information. Why the duplication and why a PDF?
I’m not alone in feeling frustrated. When independent advisors are slow to
catch up with the digital revolution, it costs them.
Clients are increasingly choosing firms based on the digital experience

STAY
CONNECTED.
STAY
ENGAGED.
From short gems of wit
and insight to valuable
observations, our Twitter
feed provides a real-time
connection to an influential
community of independent
financial advisors.

they will have, said Kelli Keough, the global head of digital wealth management for JPMorgan Chase, speaking at our In|Vest conference in New York
last month. “If we don’t have a fantastic experience for our clients, we will lose
our clients to those who do,” she warned.
My experience, staring at the 14-page form, certainly wasn’t fantastic. I
haven’t made any decisions yet about that planner, but neither have I started
on all that paperwork.

New Voices
Fortunately, there are two new columnists for Financial Planning who are embracing change. This month marks the inaugural column of Brent Brodeski,
CEO of Savant Capital Management in Rockford, Illinois, who will write on
big-picture trends that are reshaping advisory practices. He debuts this
month with “Are You Starving Your Firm?” And Allan Boomer, managing partner of Momentum Advisors in New York, brings a nuanced eye to the toughest
client conundrums in “It’s Time to Mix Things Up.” — Chelsea Emery

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
@FINPLAN
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FIDELITY CLEARING & CUSTODY SOLUTIONS
Powering transformation for banks, broker-dealers, and RIAs

Get the power to transform your business.
All from one location.
Core Platform

Integration Xchange

Planning

Insights + Analytics

Advisory

Investment &
Retirement Products

Consolidated Data

Workflow

Digital
Advice

Note: The solutions above feature both
Fidelity and third-party resources.

Explore Wealthscape,

SM

the open-architecture, total advisor platform that gives banks,
broker-dealers, and RIAs access to our leading-edge technology, tools, and third-party solutions — all
with clearing and custody at our core.
Explore Wealthscape. Visit go.fidelity.com/wealthscape or call 866.403.7283

Fidelity Clearing & Custody Solutions® does not provide financial or investment advice.
Certain non-brokerage products and services accessible through Wealthscape, which is an online
brokerage portal, may be offered by either Fidelity affiliated companies or non-affiliated third
parties through a single sign-on.
Screenshot is for illustrative purposes only.
Fidelity Clearing & Custody Solutions provides clearing, custody, or other brokerage services
through National Financial Services LLC or Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC, Members NYSE, SIPC.
© 2018 FMR LLC. All rights reserved.
786090.5.0
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Benchmark
DATA-BASED INSIGHT FROM FINANCIAL PLANNING AND SOURCEMEDIA RESEARCH

Retirement Advisor Confidence Index

Trade War Worries Clients
Overall business conditions for wealth managers appear to be worsening for the first
time since 2016, according to the monthly survey.
By Harry Terris

The onset of a multifront trade war is at the top of the list of
investor concerns and is helping to damage overall senti-

CLIENT RISK TOLERANCE
70

ment, advisors say. For one, clients are asking questions
about the impact of tariffs on investment holdings. There are
“more conversations as to how [tariffs] might affect their

65

62.8

60

accounts,” one advisor says.
Stock price volatility is also weighing on investors, and

55

many clients “are not as comfortable taking on risk,” according to another.
Indeed, clients’ appetite for risk continues to shrink,
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according to the latest Retirement Advisor Confidence Index
— Financial Planning’s monthly barometer of business

42.2

40

conditions for wealth managers. The component tracking risk
tolerance slid 5.4 points to 42.2, registering its fifth consecutive month in negative territory. Readings below 50 indicate a
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Source: SourceMedia Research

RETIREMENT ADVISOR CONFIDENCE INDEX

CLIENT ASSETS USED TO PURCHASE EQUITIES AND BONDS
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45
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2017
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Source: SourceMedia Research

The Retirement Advisor Confidence Index, published in partnership with ADP®, is created by the editors of Financial Planning
and is based on a monthly survey of about 300 advisors. Visit financial-planning.com for more results.
ADP and the ADP logo are registered trademarks of ADP, Inc. ADP does not provide tax, financial, investment or legal
advice, or recommendations for any particular situation or type of retirement plan.
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GO FROM

Financial
Advisor
TO

Retirement
Hero
You don’t need superpowers to be your clients’ #RetirementHero.
With ADP’s retirement solutions, you can give your clients access
to our award-winning employee education program. Helping
them take the guesswork out of saving for retirement.

Unleash your inner superhero with ADP’s retirement solutions.

www.adp.com/retirementservices

844-ADP-ELITE

Unless otherwise agreed in writing with a client, ADP, LLC and its affiliates do not offer investment,
financial, tax or legal advice or management services. For its retirement plan recordkeeping
customers, ADP agrees to act as a nondiscretionary recordkeeper performing ministerial functions
at the direction of the plan sponsor and/or plan administrator. Accordingly, ADP does not serve in
a fiduciary capacity nor act as an investment advisor or manager to any of the retirement plans for
which it provides recordkeeping services. Nothing in these materials is intended to be, nor should
be construed as, advice or a recommendation for a particular situation or plan. Please consult with
your own advisors for such advice.

ADP, the ADP logo and ADP A more human resource are registered trademarks of ADP, LLC.
99-4996-D15E-0418 Copyright © 2018 ADP, LLC.
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Benchmark
decline, while readings above 50 indicate an increase.
The poor reading on risk tolerance helped push the
composite into contraction territory, with a decline of 2.4

CONTRIBUTIONS TO RETIREMENT PLANS, PRODUCTS
SOLD AND FEES FOR RETIREMENT SERVICES
69.3

68

points to 49.8. That’s the first time since late 2016 that the
index has suggested overall business conditions for wealth
managers are worsening. Besides risk tolerance, the compos-

65.6
63.5

63
61.0

ite tracks product selection and sales, client tax liability, asset
allocation, new retirement plan enrollees and planning fees.

58

A pullback was also seen in investment flows. The component tracking the client assets used to buy bonds dipped into
negative territory slid 4.3 points to 49.5. The component

60.5

56.8
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54.7
54.3

53

59.2

55.4

60.7

61.8

62.7

60.6

58.4 58.3 58.6

58.3

54.4

54.2

52.7. “Clients are concerned about equity and fixed-income
valuation, and geopolitical risk,” one advisor says.
Some advisors say clients are also expressing broader
qualms about fundamentals, as the economic expansion
enters its 10th year and as the yield curve flattens — possibly
signaling increased chances for a recession.
Nevertheless, advisors say strong hiring has helped
support retirement plan enrollments and contributions. “New
participants in employer plans are higher due to lower
unemployment and businesses hiring more workers,” one

55.1
55.0

tracking assets used to buy equities dropped 6.9 points to
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MASS-AFFLUENT RETIREMENT READINESS
40%

37.7%

36.9%

35.6%

35.3%

35%
34.0%
30%

advisor says. The RACI component tracking contributions to
retirement plans rose 4.6 points to 55.1, and the component
tracking the number of retirement products sold increased
3.4 points to 53.4. Those moves helped keep the component
for fees for retirement services in positive territory, at 52.7.

25%
20%
19.0%

17.8%

19.0%

15%

15.0%

The latest RACI, based on advisors’ assessment of conditions in June relative to May, is accompanied by the quarterly

10%

Retirement Readiness Index. The index tracks evaluations of

June
2017

September

December

March

June
2018

Extremely vulnerable to a significant increase in health care costs

clients’ income replacement ability, likely dependence on
Social Security and exposure to big economic shifts.

17.8%

a significant decline in equity prices
Source: SourceMedia Research

The number of advisors who say mass-affluent clients (net
worth $250,000 to $1 million) would be extremely vulnerable
to a significant decline in equity prices was flat, at 17.8%.
Advisors say mass-affluent clients continue to be exposed
to rising health care costs, with the number reporting that

ABLE TO REPLACE INCOME AT RETIREMENT
90%
80%

they would be extremely vulnerable to a significant increase

70%

edging up to 35.6%.

60%

In terms of clients’ retirement preparations, wealth
managers say they believe that about 60% of mass-affluent
clients will be able to replace their income for 30 years at
retirement, compared with 78% of high-net-worth clients ($1

50%

59.8%

40%
30%

million to $10 million) and 85% of ultrahigh-net-worth clients

20%

(more than $10 million). FP

10%
0%

Harry Terris is a Financial Planning contributing writer in New York. He
is also a contributing writer and former data editor of American Banker.
Follow him on Twitter at @harryterris.

85.1%
77.8%

Mass-affluent
(net worth of $250,000
to $1 million)

High-net-worth
($1 million to $10 million)

Ultrahigh-net-worth
(more than $10 million)

Source: SourceMedia Research
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT

Veres

revenue on marketing. At the
high end, the CRM company
Salesforce devotes upward
of 40% of its revenue toward
making the public aware of
its existence.
More to the point, advisor
marketing tends to be
scattershot. It may include
taking a center of influence
to lunch, or posting interesting stuff on a website. There
may be a client appreciation
dinner thrown in, where
current clients are invited to
bring a guest or two who
might be impressed enough

How to Tell Your Own Story
Most advisory firms are not systematically creating public
awareness of their services. That’s a big mistake.
By Bob Veres

with an advisor’s thank you
speech to make an appointment and explore a business
relationship.

Write about the most
important changes you
want to bring about in
your clients’ lives. This
resonates with staff and
with potential clients.
If this represents the

It’s easy to learn from success, but you can

response rate I’ve ever experienced. A

achieve much more by learning from failure. I,

previous survey had netted 1,554 responses,

typical advisor’s marketing

for one, learned quite a bit from a project that

and the one before that garnered even more.

activities, and those expens-

What we learned — and I think this is

es are not tracked as a line

significant — is that most advisory firms are

item on the annual budget,

consulting firm to poll subscribers to my

not systematically marketing themselves.

and the results are not

newsletter. We asked how advisors market

And even if they are, they aren’t tracking

tracked either, then filling

themselves, among other topics. Are they

their expenditures and the results. So they

out the survey would be a

using advanced techniques like targeted

didn’t feel comfortable filling out a survey.

waste of everybody’s time.

did not turn out the way I’d expected.
Recently, I worked with a marketing

Google or Facebook ads? How much are

Megan Carpenter, co-founder of FiComm

I’m hoping that this will

they spending on marketing overall? Do they

Partners, the marketing firm that worked with

change — for several

employ a dedicated marketing professional?

me on this project, was not especially surprised.

reasons. First, I (perhaps

By her estimate, wealth management and

selfishly) want fiduciary

investment. We envisioned great things, like

planning firms spend, on average, just 1.7% of

advisors to do a better job of

learning the true dollar cost of obtaining a

their top-line revenue on marketing. To put that

taking market share from

client, the profession’s return from its

in perspective, the next lowest marketing

their brokerage competition.

marketing expenditures and which strategies

spending in the entire U.S. economic landscape

The brokerage firms are

were most effective.

comes from manufacturing firms, which on

devoting huge advertising

average spend about 4% of top-line revenue.

budgets for 30- and 60-sec-

Other questions related to return on

So how was this a failure? By the time we
ended the survey, we had gotten back only
about 200 responses, by far the lowest
Financial-Planning.com
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Tech companies fall in the middle of the
overall spectrum, spending 12% to 25% of

ond ads on the most popular
TV networks and sporting
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Veres
events, telling the public they can be

understand the point of the work that

might include white papers that

trusted (or, in the case of Wells Fargo,

they do — and gets them passionate

prospects can download from your

that they are working to earn back

about delivering the services that

website or videos where you answer

trust). They are effectively deploying

you’re passionate about.

questions that clients have asked you
about the new tax law, recent market

howitzers while planners are deploying

Second, define why clients would

the equivalent of peashooters. A more

want to work with you. What benefits

volatility or 529 plans and college

focused effort to tell the world about

do they get from your services? What

saving strategies. If you develop a

your services would accelerate the shift

are the real-world, human outcomes

regular habit of responding to ques-

in market share from brokers and sales

that you try to bring about? If you look

tions on video every couple of weeks,

agents to advisors and fiduciary

at most advisor websites, the focus is

you’ll have a wealth of information on

advice.

on the firm, not on the client — which

your site in six short months.

is the opposite of what you see in just

Carpenter also suggests some

That Less Conflicted Advice

about every other industry or profes-

advanced marketing techniques, like

Second, and related to the first, I think

sion. The typical wealth management

gaining a clearer view of your target

the public is better served by receiving

website provides basic information

market by using Facebook analytics,

advice from somebody who is on their

about the firm and its credentials,

using promoted posts that reach a very

side of the table, rather than somebody

along with the process that it follows

specific target audience (for example,

who is motivated to win an incentive

and a map of how to get to the office.

people with more than $2 million in

sales award trip to Tahiti. But for
people to get that less conflicted
advice, they need to know you’re out
there and available to provide it.
Finally, I suspect that the return on

Communicate your advice’s
value in real-world terms. It helps
prospects relate to how they can
benefit from your services.

assets who own their own businesses
and live within 25 miles of your office),
and building an audience that wants to
subscribe to your content. Those
strategies fall a mile or two outside of
most advisors’ comfort zones, but they

investment is pretty high for firms that

But there’s a better approach. Tell

actually track their marketing spending

client stories (anonymous, of course, so

aren’t as hard to implement as most

and results.

you don’t run afoul of the testimonial

have come to believe.

Carpenter points out that most

prohibitions), where you describe the

advisory firms expect to grow their

presenting symptoms, the type of

A Little More Effort

revenue by 10% a year above the

advice given to solve the problem, the

The interesting thing about these

“raise” they get from positive market

resolution of the problem and the

marketing processes is how inexpensive

returns. No other profession would dare

(hopefully positive) outcome.

they all are. You don’t need to spend

expect to grow at that rate without

This does several things: it commu-

40% of top-line revenues to make the

nicates the value of your advice in

community aware of your services.

I asked Carpenter how advisors

real-world terms, and it also helps

With a little more effort, you could be

could build a solid marketing program

prospects relate to how they can

generating two, three, five or 10 times

from scratch, and she offered some

benefit from your services. The

as much awareness as you do now and

very basic advice. First, ask yourself,

prospect might be facing similar

enjoying a return on your marketing

why are you in this business? What

challenges, and would understand that

investment much greater than anything

makes you passionate about financial

he or she happens to be the type of

in the investment markets.

planning? Tell your story succinctly and

person you work with. If you can make

powerfully in writing, and write about

your story compelling, you’ve com-

annexation of market share from the

the most important changes you want

pleted what Carpenter calls the “brand

brand-name firms that have dominated

to bring about in the lives of your

infrastructure.” Once you’ve articulated

financial services with a sales model.

clients. This simple exercise not only

your “why” and the actual real-world

helps prospects relate to your value

value of your services, you can move

get more of you interested in filling out

proposition; it also helps your staff

on to stage two: content creation. This

the next survey. FP

putting marketing dollars on the table.

The result would be even faster

And even more important, it would

Bob Veres, a Financial Planning columnist in San Diego, is publisher of Inside Information, an information service for financial advisors. Visit
financial-planning.com to post comments on his columns or email them to bob@bobveres.com. Follow him on Twitter at @BobVeres.
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CLIENT MANAGEMENT

Boomer

according to an industry
report on diversity funded by
the John S. and James L.
Knight Foundation.
That report also found
that 25% of women-owned
and 28% of minority-owned
mutual funds perform in the
top quartile of their peer
groups on average.
In other words, these
funds tend to perform just as
well as the industry average.
With no statistical difference
in the performance of
women-owned and minorityowned funds, it is perplexing

It’s Time to Mix Things Up
Diversity is a hot topic everywhere in corporate America except
client portfolios. That may change soon.
By Allan Boomer

I consider myself a fiscal conservative and a

women or minorities and funds that are

social liberal. As an African-American, I have

owned by them.

long been sensitive to issues like racial and
gender inequality.
The last 12 months have been polarizing in

I believe this is a trend that more advisors

why they are not managing
more money.

Two clients we are
working with had a
diversity statement
within their investment
policy statements.
I believe this is a
trend that more
advisors need to be
prepared to discuss
with their clients.
After conducting its

need to be prepared to be able to discuss

research, the Knight Founda-

with their clients.

tion moved $472 million, or

When I work with a new client, I always

22% of its endowment, into

ment to tiki torch-bearing white nationalists

build a custom asset allocation, but I tend to

funds managed by women

to Black Lives Matter and the NFL national

use the same underlying investment vehicles.

and minorities.

the United States, from the #MeToo move-

anthem protests. Our national melting pot is
looking like anything but.
In the past few months, my firm has

While this makes my life as an advisor

investors have made moves

investment vehicles that I know fairly well,

that are similar.

responded to a few competitive requests for

and I have grown comfortable with them

proposals for projects involving foundations

over time.

and endowments.

Some other institutional

easier, it is also lazy. I invest in funds and

Until these recent requests for proposals

New York has currently
placed $11 billion, or 6% of
its pension portfolio, with

forced me to search for firms that were

minority- and women-owned

Seeking Diversity in Investment

owned by women and minorities, it never

management firms.

What’s striking is that in the process we have

occurred to me that racial and gender

encountered two unrelated organizations

equality was an issue that I should be

Illinois has an aspirational

that had a diversity statement within their

considering in portfolio construction.

goal that 20% of its $13.9

investment policy statements. These

Only 1.1% of the $71.4 trillion asset

Meanwhile, the state of

billion pension fund will be

organizations have taken a stand when it

management industry is being managed by

managed by minorities,

comes to investing in strategies devised by

firms owned by women and minorities,

women and individuals who

Financial-Planning.com
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Boomer
have disabilities.
So why do advisors ignore women-

does
doesnot
notmake
makeititeasy
easyto
toscreen
screenfor
foror
or

names,
names,or
orfirms
firmsthat
thathave
haveproactive
proactive

First, the money management industry

identify
identifyminority-owned
minority-ownedand
andwomenwomen-

wholesalers
wholesalerswho
whoare
areininregular
regularcommucommu-

landed in the RFP process forced me to

owned
ownedasset
assetmanagers.
managers.Most
Mostcommercommer-

nication
nicationwith
withus.
us.

change my approach.

How Diverse Managers Fared

cialdatabases
databasesdo
donot
nottrack
trackthis
thisdata.
data.
cial

Percent in the top quartile.

One
Onereason
reasonthis
thisniche
nicheisisignored
ignored
by
byinvestors:
investors:The
Themoney
money
management
managementindustry
industrydoes
does
not
notmake
makeititeasy
easyto
toscreen
screenfor
for
minorityminority-and
andwomen-owned
women-owned
asset
assetmanagers.
managers.

Hedge funds

Private Equity

Top quartile

Mutual funds

Thankfully, one of the new clients we

owned and minority-owned funds?

Not top quartile

Minority-owned
Women-owned

preparingits
itsreport,
report,the
theKnight
Knight
InInpreparing
Foundationhad
hadto
tocobble
cobbleits
itslists
lists
Foundation

Minority-owned

firms
firmsand
andunrecognized
unrecognizednames.
names.

AASurprise
SurpriseininMy
MyOwn
OwnPortfolios
Portfolios
InInlooking
lookingat
atmy
myown
ownclient
clientportfolios,
portfolios,I I
was
wassurprised
surprisedto
torealize
realizethat
thatonly
onlyone
one
out
outof
ofthe
the30
30or
orso
soinvestment
investmentvehicles
vehicles
that
thatI Iroutinely
routinelytrack
trackand
andrecommend
recommend

By the time I had completed my
search, I was able to find a minority or
women-owned manager for every asset

And
Andwhen
whenwe
wescreen
screenfor
fornew
new
investments,
investments,we
weoften
oftenomit
omitsmaller
smaller

strong bond manager.

Only 1.1% of the $71.4 trillion
asset management industry is
being managed by firms owned
by women and minorities, but
their performance is in line with
the industry. So it’s perplexing
why they are not managing
more money.
Through intentionally looking for a

was
wasmanaged
managedby
byaaperson
personof
ofcolor.
color.

class in the client’s portfolio. And,
what’s even better, we did so without
sacrificing manager quality or return
potential.
I am not saying that all advisors
need to run out and start adding these
managers to their portfolios.
But I am preparing you for what’s to
come — more and more clients, from

group of diverse managers, I was

individuals to foundations, will be

datacompiled
compiledby
byorganizations
organizationslike
likethe
the
data

of
ofclients
clientswho
whoare
arewomen
womenand
andminoriminori-

pleasantly surprised to find a fund

asking us questions about the diversity

NationalAssociation
Associationof
ofInvestment
Investment
National

ties,
ties,and
andbeing
beingan
anethnic
ethnicminority
minority

manager in Baltimore whose small-cap

of their investment managers.

Minority-owned

Companies,the
theDiverse
DiverseAsset
AssetManagManagCompanies,

myself.
myself.I Idon’t
don’tthink
thinkI’m
I’maaracist
racistor
oraa

growth product had a substantially

ersInitiative
Initiativeand
andthe
theRobert
RobertToigo
Toigo
ers

sexist,
sexist,but
butyou
youcould
couldnot
nottell
tellby
bylooking
looking

better track record than the one I had

continue to be uneducated or caught

Women-owned

Foundation.They
Theyalso
alsofound
foundvaluable
valuable
Foundation.

at
atmy
mytypical
typicalportfolio.
portfolio.

been using previously. I also found a

flat-footed. FP

togetherusing
usingaavariety
varietyof
ofsources
sourcesand
and
together
Women-owned

This
Thisisisdespite
despitemy
myfirm
firmhaving
havingplenty
plenty

This is not an issue where we can

datathrough
throughthe
theeVestment
eVestmentdatabase.
database.
data
0

20

40

60

Source: Diverse Asset Management Project Firm Assessment report, May 2017

80

100

Second,we
wehave
haveaatendency
tendencyto
tofavor
favor
Second,
fundfirms
firmsthat
thatare
areeither
eitherhousehold
household
fund

Allan
AllanBoomer,
Boomer,aaFinancial
FinancialPlanning
Planningcolumnist,
columnist,isisthe
themanaging
managingpartner
partnerand
andchief
chiefinvestment
investmentofficer
officerofofMomentum
MomentumAdvisors
AdvisorsininNew
NewYork
YorkCity.
City.He
Heisis
co-host
co-hostofofaaweekly
weeklyradio
radioshow
showon
onSiriusXM
SiriusXMCh.
Ch.126
126that
thatfocuses
focuseson
onwealth
wealthbuilding
buildingand
andentrepreneurship.
entrepreneurship.Follow
Followhim
himon
onTwitter
Twitter@MomentumAdvice.
@MomentumAdvice.

A
A lot
lot of
of thought
thought
went into
into this
this
went

No-Br ainer.
Nationwide
Nationwide advisory
advisory
solutions,
solutions, formerly
formerly
JeffNat,
JeffNat, is
is driven
driven to
to power
power
your
your fee-based
fee-based practice.
practice.

OR
ORCALL:
CALL:

1.866.667.0564
1.866.667.0564

morethan
than$228
$228million
millioninininsurance
insurancefees.
fees.1 1
more
Total
Totalclient
clientsavings
savingsderived
derivedfrom
fromannual
annualaverage
averageMonument
MonumentAdvisor
Advisorcontract
contractsize
sizemultiplied
multipliedby
by
Morningstar®
Morningstar®average
averageM&E
M&Eofof1.35%,
1.35%,minus
minusthe
the$240
$240flat-insurance
flat-insurancefee
feeofofMonument
MonumentAdvisor,
Advisor,and
and
then
thenmultiplied
multipliedby
bythe
thenumber
numberofofpolicies
policiesininforce.
force.Data
Dataspans
spansMay,
May,2005
2005through
throughDecember,
December,2017.
2017.
1 1

Simplicity
Simplicityhas
hasits
itsadvantages,
advantages,too.
too.Monument
Monument
Advisor,
Advisor,our
ourflat-fee
flat-feeIOVA,
IOVA,isiseasy
easyto
tograsp,
grasp,
implement,
implement,manage
manageand
andgrow
growyour
yourpractice
practicewith.
with.
Then
Thenthere’s
there’sthe
theaccumulating,
accumulating,multiplying,
multiplying,power
power
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nationwideadvisory.com
nationwideadvisory.com

remarkablethings
thingshappen.
happen.Like
Likesaving
savinginvestors
investors
remarkable

We
Wecontinue
continueto
todeliver
deliverinvestor
investorvalue
valueand
andserve
serve

of
ofunlimited
unlimitedtax
taxdeferral
deferralthat
thatanchors
anchorsour
ourindustryindustry-

RIAsand
andfee-based
fee-basedadvisors
advisorswith
withthe
theproducts
productsand
and
RIAs

leading
leadingIOVA.
IOVA.

servicesyou
youcame
cameto
toexpect
expectfrom
fromJeffNat.
JeffNat.
services

TO
TOLEARN
LEARNMORE,
MORE,VISIT:
VISIT:

So
Soififyou’ve
you’vebeen
beenlooking
lookingfor
foraaproven
provenway
wayto
tobuild
build

Ouradvisory
advisorysolutions
solutionsread
readlike
likeaarefresher
refreshercourse
course
Our

your
yourbusiness
businessinto
intoaapowerhouse,
powerhouse,try
tryjoining
joiningone.
one.

commonsense.
sense.When
Whenyou
yousit
siton
onthe
thesame
sameside
side
inincommon

More
Morethan
than4,000
4,000advisors
advisorsare
arealready
alreadyon
onboard
board

ofthe
thetable
tableas
asthe
theadvisors
advisorsand
andclients
clientsyou
youserve,
serve,
of

with
withthe
thesimple
simplebrilliance
brillianceof
ofours.
ours.
Financial-Planning.com
Financial-Planning.com

Variable
Variableannuities
annuitiesare
aresubject
subjecttotomarket
marketfluctuation
fluctuationand
andrisk.
risk.Principal
Principalvalue
valueand
andinvestment
investmentreturns
returns
will
willfluctuate
fluctuateand
andyou
youmay
mayhave
havea again
gainororloss
losswhen
whenmoney
moneyisiswithdrawn.
withdrawn.
Variable
Variableannuities
annuitiesare
arelong-term
long-terminvestments
investmentstotohelp
helpyou
youmeet
meetretirement
retirementand
andother
otherlonglong-range
range
goals.
goals.Withdrawals
Withdrawalsofoftax-deferred
tax-deferredaccumulations
accumulationsare
aresubject
subjecttotoordinary
ordinaryincome
incometax.
tax.Withdrawals
Withdrawals
made
madeprior
priortotoage
age59
591 ⁄ 12⁄ 2may
mayincur
incura a10%
10%IRS
IRStax
taxpenalty.
penalty.
Monument
MonumentAdvisor
Advisorissuer
issuerJefferson
JeffersonNational
NationalLife
LifeInsurance
InsuranceCompany
Company(Louisville
(LouisvilleKY)
KY)operates
operatesininDC
DC
and
andallallstates
statesexcept
exceptNY,
NY,where
whereissuer
issuerJefferson
JeffersonNational
NationalLife
LifeInsurance
InsuranceCompany
CompanyofofNew
NewYork
York(New
(New
York,
York,NY)
NY)operates.
operates.Monument
MonumentAdvisor
Advisorisisdistributed
distributedby
byJefferson
JeffersonNational
NationalSecurities
SecuritiesCorporation,
Corporation,
FINRA
FINRAmember.
member.Policy
Policyseries
seriesJNL-2300-1,
JNL-2300-1,JNL-2300-2,
JNL-2300-2,JNL-2300-3,
JNL-2300-3,JNL-2300-1-NY,
JNL-2300-1-NY,JNL-2300-2JNL-2300-2NY.
NY.All
Allcompanies
companiesare
aremembers
membersofofNationwide.
Nationwide.
Jefferson
JeffersonNational
NationalLife
LifeInsurance
InsuranceCompany
Company| Jefferson
| JeffersonNational
NationalLife
LifeInsurance
InsuranceCompany
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NewYork
York
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Planning for Retirement vs.
Planning for Quality of Life
Retirement can feel like a faroﬀ concept, and the deluge
of news — and conﬂicting
viewpoints — on the topic could
cause confusion and anxiety
around how much we should
be saving. Hartford Funds’ John
Diehl, Senior Vice President of
Strategic Markets, discusses the
three questions identiﬁed by
the MIT AgeLab that ﬁnancial
advisors can ask their clients to assess how prepared they are
to live well in retirement.
What makes retirement feel so elusive?
Starting at a young age, we’re encouraged to save
for retirement, but most people don’t know what
exactly they’re saving for or how much they should
be saving. Retirement is completely unknown until
we’re actually in it, so it’s natural to think of it in the
abstract. Compounding the already-ambiguous nature
of retirement is the media coverage — there are
countless news stories about changes to the traditional
retirement landscape, what retirement costs, and
at what age it’s ideal to retire. The overabundance
of information and the distance people feel from
retirement can make it seem intangible.
How can an advisor make the concept of retirement
more tangible for their clients?
Advisors should help their clients create a vision for their
retirement. Finding out what they want, need, and hope
for in retirement, and then developing a ﬁnancial plan
around those interests, can help clients realize why they
are making the investment in the ﬁrst place. If they have
a custom-built vision to work toward, clients may feel
more engaged and motivated to have and execute on the
retirement conversation.

What are the questions that ﬁnancial advisors should
ask clients to gauge their retirement vision?

H
th
yo

Dr. Joseph F. Coughlin, PhD, Director of the MIT AgeLab,
identiﬁed three simple questions:
1

Who will change my light bulbs?

2

How will I get an ice cream cone?

3

Who will I have lunch with?

W

What do these questions have to do with retirement?
Although these questions seem unrelated to
retirement, they are designed to enable the advisor to
uncover important factors that can help determine
their clients’ future quality of life. These questions
initiate conversations about the clients’ plans for
where to live, how to get around, and how to spend
their time in retirement, so they can be a great starting
point for advisors to ﬁnd out more about their clients
and to engage them in planning for a satisfying
retirement.
The questions also inject a bit of realism into that vision
of retirement. The media counsels us to think about
bike rides on the beach and rounds of golf, but we ﬁnd
that things that bring purpose and meaning, and our
ability to access those things, actually are what quality
of life is all about.
When should an advisor ask clients these
questions?
Advisors should incorporate these questions into the
comprehensive retirement planning conversations they
have with clients. Planning is integral to living longer
and better, and being fully prepared for retirement
means knowing what to expect from both a quantity
and quality standpoint.
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To learn more about investor psychology and how ﬁnancial advisors
can better communicate with their clients, go to hartfordfunds.com
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Human-centric investing means understanding
the behaviors, motivations and eccentricities of
your clients, not just the market.

Welcome to the Hartford Funds network of ﬁnancial relationship experts

t?
nt?

to

At
At Hartford
Hartford Funds,
Funds, we
we believe
believe in
in something
something we
we call
call human-centric
human-centric investing,
investing, an
an approach
approach that
that seeks
seeks aa deeper
deeper understanding
understanding of
of
investors
investors and
and how
how emotions,
emotions, experiences,
experiences, life
life stage
stage and
and psychology
psychology aﬀ
aﬀect
ect their
their views
views of
of investing
investing and
and ﬁﬁnancial
nancial advisors.
advisors.
With
With that
that in
in mind,
mind, we
we built
built aa unique
unique network
network of
of experts
experts …
… not
not simply
simply on
on ﬁﬁnance,
nance, but
but on
on human
human psychology
psychology as
as itit relates
relates to
to
money
money and
and relationships.
relationships.
Through
Through humancentricinvesting.com,
humancentricinvesting.com, this
this group
group of
of highly
highly respected
respected thought
thought leaders
leaders oﬀ
oﬀers
ers up
up their
their understanding
understanding and
and insights
insights
along
along with
with their
their thinking
thinking on
on how
how ﬁﬁnancial
nancial advisors
advisors can
can use
use human
human behavioral
behavioral knowledge
knowledge to
to create
create stronger
stronger and
and longer-lasting
longer-lasting
relationships
relationships with
with their
their clients.
clients. To
To read
read what
what they
they have
have to
to say,
say, go
go to
to humancentricinvesting.com
humancentricinvesting.com
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Dr.
Dr. Barbara
Barbara Nusbaum
Nusbaum

Dr. Kristy Archuleta

Dr. Vicki Bogan

Tim Sanders

Gail Blanke

Clinical
Clinical Psychologist,
Psychologist,
Ph.D.,
Ph.D., expert
expert and
and speaker,
speaker,
specializing
specializing in
in the
the
intersection
intersection of
of money,
money,
psychology
psychology and
and life.
life.

Program Director of
Personal Financial Planning
at Kansas State University

Professor and Director of
the Institute for Behavioral
and Household Finance
(IBHF) at Cornell University

Author and expert on
motivation, emotional
talent and sales innovation

Celebrated motivational
speaker, renowned
personal life and executive
coach and best selling
author, whose vision
is to empower women
worldwide to lead
exceptional lives.

She
She has
has appeared
appeared as
as
an
an expert
expert for
for CBS
CBS News,
News,
Forbes,
Forbes, The
The Wall
Wall Street
Street
Journal,
Journal, Bloomberg,
Bloomberg, Money
Money
Magazine,
Magazine, Daily
Daily Worth
Worth and
and
The
The New
New York
York Times.
Times.

Dr. Archuleta’s research
relates to the area of
ﬁnancial therapy and
includes dyadic processes
inﬂuencing ﬁnancial and
marital satisfaction.

The mission of the IBHF is
research and education
in the areas of behavioral
ﬁnance and household
ﬁnance with the goal of
better understanding and
modeling ﬁnancial behavior.

Tim is the author of ﬁve
books including the New
York Times bestseller Love
Is the Killer App: How to Win
Business & Inﬂuence Friends.
Tim was the Chief Solutions
Oﬃcer for Yahoo, as well
as their Leadership Coach.

She has appeared on
The Today Show, Oprah,
CBS and CNN.
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HUMAN CAPITAL

Cruz

compensation policies
legally compliant? Can the
firm communicate effectively the philosophy, policy
and overall programs to
employees?

I believe that roles
that have the most
impact on end
clients should have
higher compensation
opportunities.
Once the firm’s compensation philosophy has
passed the quality test, you
should identify ways to align

The Compensation Recipe
Labor costs often make up the largest expense for firms. Follow
these approaches for an equitable and rewarding structure.

compensation with the firm’s
broader goals.
Some of those goals may
include reinforcing teamwork, putting clients first,
creating full transparency,
providing prudent financial
advice and developing

By Kelli Cruz

long-term relationships.
2. Rank positions in the
In my consulting practice, I am frequently

leader means you pay more for talent than

firm. Creating a clear

asked a variation of this question: What are

your competitors. Typically, the goal is to

hierarchy can help define the

the ingredients that go into creating a

gain an advantage by attracting top talent

value or worth of each job in

compensation plan?

away from others.

comparison to other jobs in

Similar to when you’re preparing a new

If you decide to match the market, it

the firm.

recipe for the first time — following the

means you pay roughly the same as your

As a general rule, I believe

directions to the letter, doing the steps in

competitors, and if an employer lags the

that roles that have the most

order and adding all of the ingredients —

market, it is paying less than market rates.

impact on end clients should

following a regimented process can be

Generally, an employer rarely chooses to lag

also have higher compensa-

important to creating a compensation plan.

the market as a conscious pay strategy.

tion opportunities.

Here is my secret recipe:

Instead, this practice is either discovered

For example, advisory

after conducting market research, or it may

roles that include direct

be the result of a limited compensation

interaction with clients

philosophy. Before determining salary

budget. A firm’s attitude toward compensa-

should offer the highest

ranges and creating a compensation

tion will drive its decisions through the rest of

compensation.

structure, first determine your approach to

this process.

1. Determine the firm’s compensation

compensation. Ask yourself this question;

An effective compensation philosophy

What about the support
staff roles? With roles such

should pass the following quality test: Is the

as client service administra-

plan equitable? Is it defensible and per-

tors, portfolio analysts or

compensation philosophies: to lead, to

ceived by employees as fair? Is the plan

operations managers, the

match or to lag the market. Being a market

fiscally sustainable over time? Are the

best course of action is to

what mindset drives my pay decisions?
A firm can choose from three general
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1 in 3 Families Facing
Cancer Will Deplete
their Savings.
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Cruz
focus on how critical their job function

Unless a competitive labor market

current pay practices are competitive.
If your firm is located in an area

is to servicing and retaining your

warrants increasing the bases above

existing clients.

the 75% range, other pay opportunities

that is at or below the national

should only come in the form of

average, consider whether there is an

incentive pay.

additional premium that you will need

3. Establish market ranges. Labor
costs are usually the largest expense

In referencing years of experience of

to pay to recruit and retain talent for
certain positions.

for organizations, and identifying

new hires or incumbents, remember to

market rates for core positions is

focus only on experience that relates to

important for a variety of reasons. First

the employee’s current role. For

and foremost, it guides your decision

example, if you hire a junior-level

making on hiring, promotions and your

advisor who previously worked selling

this premium is applied to not only the

firm’s broader budget.

medical equipment, you would not

new hires to the firm, but also to

count the years working in the medical

incumbents who have proved their

field as related experience.

performance over time.

Consult industry benchmarking
reports. Be sure to always compare job
descriptions — never titles alone —
when deciding whether a survey job is
a good match to your roles. Titles vary
widely from firm to firm in terms of

Your firm should pay fairly for
experience, knowledge and
credentials, regardless of an
employee’s gender, race or color.

scope, size and responsibility.
Read through the report findings for

For some firms, that may be a 10%
premium or even higher.
It’s important to keep in mind that

Beware of Internal Equity Issues
Bringing in newly hired employees
during talent shortages (and thus, when
labor prices may be at a higher rate)

That said, there are some gray

may lead to animosity among longer

the latest compensation trends. About

areas. For example, let’s say you have

90% of RIAs participating in the 2017

candidate A who has some related

compensation study by Fidelity

work experience that makes them more

practices haven’t kept up with market

Clearing & Custody Solutions reported

attractive than candidate B without

pay rates, adjusting pay for existing

giving salary increases as well as

any work history.

employees is an important step to

bonuses last year.
One-third said that raises ranged

Bringing in A would mean paying
that individual within the median.

tenured employees.
If your current compensation

solidifying internal pay equity.
Finally, it also goes without saying

from 2% to 4%, while half reported

Bringing in candidate B would mean

that your firm should pay fairly for

increases of 4% to 10% or more.

paying that candidate in the bottom

experience, knowledge and creden-

25% to compensate for their lack of

tials, regardless of an employee’s

work experience.

gender, race, color, religion or national

Understanding these trends can help
you make the right investments with
your compensation dollars.

It would be up to you to decide if
work experience is of more value than

4. Decide on individual compensa-

saving on your bottom line.

tion levels. Using survey data, develop
guidelines to map out your compensation structure.
For example, an inexperienced
person who is starting a new role

origin.
Research shows (and my own
consulting experience confirms) that
much of the gender wage gap occurs

5. Don’t forget geographic differ-

because women tend to work in lower

ences. How can you finalize your

paying jobs, whereas men tend to

compensation recipe?

work in more senior, higher-paying

Most of the available salary data

jobs.

should probably be positioned in the

consists of national averages, but some

lower 25% of the salary range, whereas

geographical locations, like San

industry, where women are still far less

more seasoned incumbents may fall

Francisco, New York City and Chicago,

likely than men to make it to the

around the median.

will be above the national average and

highest ranks of leadership.

Only the most senior-level experts
— those individuals who truly exceed

others may fall below.
Adjusting for the cost of labor in

This is certainly true in the financial

I highly recommend that firms offer
developmental and career progression

expectations — should be in the 75th

your area is an important step in

programs to all employees and align

percentile and above.

determining whether or not your

compensation accordingly. FP

Kelli Cruz is a Financial Planning columnist and the founder of Cruz Consulting Group in San Francisco. Follow her on Twitter at @KelliCruzSF.
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Brodeski

growth? It depends on the
size, stage and nature of
your business and on the
number of significant
owners. But, if you’re taking
out more than 40% of your
revenue (as owner’s compensation, benefits, perks and
profit distributions), you are
probably overmilking.

The cash you milked
from your business
in the past is mostly
irrelevant. Buyers
want to understand its
prospects for growth.

Are You Starving Your Firm?
If you want to sell your practice for a big pay day, aim for annual
growth of 15%. That means reinvesting intelligently.

To provide some rough
guidelines about how to
budget for growth, here are
the investments you should
consider making to grow
your RIA 15% per year.
People expense. Without

By Brent Brodeski

great young employees, your
business may be a marginal
concern when you are gone.
Far too many advisors naively think that
their largest asset — their business — has a

that is shrinking or, at best, stagnant.
Why is this problematic? A stagnant or

lot of value and will someday provide them,

shrinking business with an old founder and

and their family, a big payday.

older clients cannot attract, nor afford,

But year after year, they underinvest in
people, process, technology, marketing and
branding. In a sense, they are relentlessly

It will be unlikely to attract or
retain great clients. Thus, you
need to invest in your people.
People expenses include

next-generation advisory talent. In turn, it

nonowner wages, benefits

won’t attract next-generation clients.

(top talent won’t stay if they

The reality is that the best and brightest

don’t have robust retirement

milking their RIA cow (their business) for

next-gen talent will not want to work for a

and health care plans),

current cash so they can spend a lot on toys

stagnant RIA that fails to make the invest-

payroll taxes, and employee

and an indulgent lifestyle.

ments required for long-term success.

education and training costs.

Sadly, this means they may end up with

As a result, top young talent will migrate

For your business to grow

little business value. Instead having a fatted

to RIAs that provide real opportunities or

15% annually, you should be

calf to sell at retirement, they will find

hang their own shingle and take your clients.

spending 10% to 20% of

themselves with a skinny, malnourished cow.
Advisors point to the fact that their old

If you really care about your business
value, it may be time to stop milking your

clients are sticky, which is true. But the

business so aggressively. Instead, you should

problem is that five to 10 years from now, the

reinvest in your business.

advisor will be that much older (and less

In fact, to attract the best clients and

annual revenue on your
nonowner advisors.
These junior advisors can
leverage your time as lead
advisor, freeing you to

energetic) and their aging clients even older

create salable enterprise value, you need to

refocus on business develop-

(or maybe dead). The business will have

invest to grow 15% annually.

ment and advising the most

stopped growing, and they may have a firm
Financial-Planning.com
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Brodeski
more, they eventually learn to find their

ware), core enterprise systems (that is,

depleted networks of community

own clients, in the process providing

portfolio management, CRM and

relationships and centers of influence

marginal growth.

financial planning software) and

to generate leads.

On top of the expense of associate
advisors, nonadvisor employees should
cost 20% to 30% of annual revenue.
Process development expense. To grow
your business, you need replicable,
scalable processes that are efficient,

fin-tech to make your team more
efficient in providing client deliverables.

If you take out more than 40%
of the firm’s revenue as owner’s
compensation and perks, you are
probably overmilking it.
Just 10 years ago, advisory firms did

embedded in technology and deliver

You’re probably thinking how could
my firm be valuable if I spend all this
money on people, process, technology,
marketing and branding? The reality is
that your past profits are only one
metric that a buyer considers when
calculating what to pay for your RIA.
The cash flow you milked from your

real and perceived value to clients. The

not have a lot of software options.

business in the past is mostly irrelevant.

goal is to expand the value you offer

Today, the challenge is selecting (and

Buyers want to understand your

without just running faster or just

actually using) the right technology.

business’s future profitability, its

throwing more bodies at your clients.

But embracing technology is nonnego-

prospects for growth, the likelihood

Effective and deliberate use of

tiable if you are committed to growth.

your clients will stay when you’re gone
and your business’ inherent risk.

process allows you to accomplish more

Still not convinced you need to

with fewer people. This typically means

Marketing and branding expense. This

investing in consultants and/or in-house

includes things like advertising,

invest for the future? Consider what

staff who can formalize and continually

websites, collateral, sponsorships,

happens if your RIA is not growing, or if

refine business processes. This should

consultants and possibly dedicated

future growth is uncertain. In this case,

cost you 2% or 3% of revenue yearly.

marketing staff.

it is likely that your clients are at risk of

While many RIAs spend almost

defecting. In such a situation, future

Technology expense. This category

nothing here, in our experience, this

buyers will probably pay cents on the

includes hardware, software, licensing,

expense needs to be at least 4 to 7% of

dollar at best. At worst, they won’t even

consulting and/or in-house technology

annual revenues. Some of the fastest-

want your cow.

staff. Generally, this should cost you 7%

growing firms spend 10% or more

to 10% of annual revenues.

annually to generate leads and attract

OK to choose to overmilk your RIA cow.

new clients. By contrast, RIA’s that do

If you really want to work until you die,

servers, cloud-based storage, Microsoft

not invest for growth tend to just fall

if you are not overly concerned about

Office and video conferencing soft-

back on referrals and their increasingly

your employees and clients when you’re

This includes the basics (like laptops,

Having said this, it may actually be

gone, and if you’re primarily concerned

Looking for 15% Growth?

with living large now (versus creating

Aim for these expense levels, as a percentage of revenue.

family), then milk it like crazy.

Non-advisor employees

20% to 30%

Non-owner advisors

10% to 20%

Technology expense

7% to 10%

multigenerational wealth for your
Just make sure that you do not drink
all of the milk. Save some of it, just as
you instruct clients to save for their
retirements. Then, if you decide you
want to retire after all or if your health
does not permit you to work past age
90, you won’t have to retire on a park

Marketing and branding
expense
Process development
expense
Source: Savant Capital Management

4% to 7%
2% to 3%

bench when your business does not
provide you a big paycheck. FP

Brent Brodeski is a new Financial Planning
practice management columnist and CEO of
Savant Capital Management in Rockford,
Illinois. Follow him on Twitter at @BBrodeski.
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RIA IQ
deals, with the remaining
amount paid off within a
year, depending on retention
rates, Barton said in an
interview with Financial
Planning. “Sellers getting full
payment within one year is
definitely a sea change,” says
Barton, who oversees M&A
for Mercer.

“Everyone is concerned
about the end of the
bull market, and sellers
want to capture the
high,” says Dave Barton
of Mercer Advisors.
Joe Duran, CEO of United
Capital, says he’s also seeing
as much as 60% cash being
A hot M&A market has resulted in cash payments at closings trending “way higher” this year, says consultant
David DeVoe, founder and managing partner at DeVoe & Co.

More Sway for Firm Sellers
A frenzied M&A market means owners are getting full payment
for acquired firms sooner.
By Charles Paikert

paid at closing.
Firm owners should take
advantage of the M&A
market’s “acute seller’s
moment,” Barton says. The
risk they’re taking by not
cashing in now is becoming
a seller during a bear market
downturn, he adds.
While a recession would
certainly depress valuations,
DeVoe say, structural

The frenzied seller’s market for RIAs has

depending on the number of clients the firm

changes in the RIA business

doubled the amount of cash that advisory

retains over that period, Vic Esclamado,

will continue to keep the

firm owners can command upfront and has

managing director for DeVoe & Co., said

volume of M&A deals high

shortened the length of time in which sellers

during an address at the firm’s M&A +

for five to eight more years.

are receiving full payment for their firms.

Succession conference in June.

ORANGE PHOTOGRAPHY

“Everyone is concerned about the end of

But the amount of cash being paid out at

DeVoe noted that last
year was the fourth succes-

the bull market, and sellers want to capture

closing has been trending “way higher” in the

sive record year of RIA M&A

the high,” says Dave Barton, vice chairman

past year, sometimes even approaching 80%,

volume and the 2018 first

of Mercer Advisors.

according to David DeVoe, the consulting

quarter also set records for

firm’s founder and managing partner.

most transactions (47) and

The standard model for an RIA M&A deal
has been a down payment of 30% cash and

Buyers are now paying sellers around

70% paid in promissory notes over five years,

60% to 70% in cash when closing most

most sales of established
RIAs (30). FP

Charles Paikert is a senior editor at Financial Planning. Follow him on Twitter at @paikert.
Financial-Planning.com
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High Net Worth
ALSO IN HIGH NET WORTH: P.28: ENDING BAD TRUST ADVICE

tax re

retur

incom
However, starting in 2018,

busin

But there’s still a short-

last y

term recharacterization

that

planning opportunity, if you

mayb

act now. The IRS has said

or los

that 2017 Roth conversions

conv

can still be undone up to

oppo

Oct. 15, 2018. However, each
client needs to consider this
option individually.

Advisor investment fees
are no longer deductible
as an itemized
deduction. Let clients
know this now and
discuss alternatives.

5 IRA Planning Strategies
Given the new rules, now is the time to make sure clients are
making the right decisions for next year’s tax season.

more

conversion and remove the

Roth

tax bill at last year’s higher

He

rates, then replace it with a

ideas

Roth conversion this year at

conv

lower tax rates. That’s OK if

year

each year.

can b

the y

tax brackets. You’ll also have

Jobs Act eliminated the ability to reverse or

to see how well the 2017

recharacterize a Roth conversion. The new

converted funds performed.

what already happened. Nobody wants to

later years.

For instance, if they are up
substantially, those are

In past years, if a Roth IRA conversion

tax-free gains and, in that

resulted in an unexpectedly high income-tax

case, the conversion most

bill, or if the client simply changed his or her

likely should not be undone.

mind, the conversion could be reversed by

Why move tax-free gains

advisor should alert clients about what can

recharacterizing the Roth IRA funds back to

back to a taxable IRA?

be done now to help them avoid taxpayers’

a traditional IRA.

How about changing this annual annoying scenario?
With all the new tax law changes, every

Also, compare the 2017

24 Financial Planning August 2018
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•T

If the

lower and more expanded

rule applies to conversions done in 2018 and

espe

what 2017’s tax bracket actucompare with his year’s

preparers are history teachers. They tell you

•M

income is roughly the same

ally was, and how it will

hear woulda, coulda, shoulda.
BLOOMBERG NEWS

to pa

reverse last year’s Roth

to stay ahead of the game.

That’s because, unfortunately, many tax

Th

for your clients, where you

remorse next year. Consider these five ideas

be too late.

new

tax-f

time: Your client’s accountant will tell your

1. Roth conversions. The Tax Cuts and

the O

arbitrage strategy can work

Here’s what will happen next year at tax

have been done last year. But by then, it will

Th

a one

sions

further, for example, to see

client about all the tax planning that could

Whe
70½
mak
unti

All else being equal, a tax

But you’ll need to look

By Ed Slott

Fo

this option no longer exists.

201

Ma

10%
12%
22%
24%
32%
35%
37%

Sourc

Finan

7/18/2018 1:22:29 PM

tax return with a projected 2018 tax
return to see if there are any spikes or
income aberrations to plan around.

018,

For example, if 2017 included a large

better than taking a taxable IRA

stock prices are low.
• Your client may also want to
consider making only a partial conversion to minimize the tax costs. A series

distribution and trying to offset it with a
charitable contribution deduction.
The QCD does not increase adjusted

sts.

business loss that would have made

of annual partial conversions may

gross income as a taxable IRA distribu-

t-

last year’s Roth conversion less costly,

convert even a large IRA without

tion does. Higher AGI can be costly in

that conversion is worth keeping. But

pushing income into higher brackets.

several ways, for instance by increasing

you

maybe 2018 will have large deductions

Have the new tax brackets available to

income tax on Social Security benefits

d

or losses that would make a 2018

better project next year’s tax bill.

and boosting Medicare premiums.

ns

conversion more tax efficient, as
2. Plan a qualified charitable

may make sense to delay making

opposed to the 2017 conversion.

o

ach

this

ees
ible

s

When a client is nearing age
70½, it may make sense to delay
making charitable contributions
until the client can use a QCD.

When a client is nearing age 70½, it
distribution. This is one of those

charitable contributions until the client

strategies the client will hear about only

becomes eligible to make use of QCDs.

next year, when it’s too late to take
advantage of a QCD for this year.
As a result of the new tax law, more

The tax savings can be significant.
Say a client will be in the new 24% tax
bracket for 2018 and makes a $10,000

clients will be taking a standard

gift using the QCD. If the RMD happens

a one-time opportunity that ends on

deduction and their charitable gifts will

also to be $10,000, then none of that

the October deadline. After that, any

no longer be deductible. But the QCD

RMD is included in income.

new Roth conversion is permanent.

gives the client a double advantage.

This reverse-and-replace strategy is

That certainly doesn’t mean conver-

If the client is taking the standard

They can take the standard deduction

deduction where no charitable contribu-

tax

sions should be avoided. The long-term

and effectively add a charitable

tions are deductible, this $10,000 QCD

ork

tax-free benefits, after all, are too good

deduction on top of that, by having

provides an effective tax deduction and

to pass up. It just means clients need

those gifts excluded from income.

will reduce the 2018 tax bill by $2,400

ou

he

more planning advice when considering
Roth conversions in the future.

The only negative is that the provision

($10,000 lower taxable income x 24% tax

isn’t available to more taxpayers. It

rate = $2,400 tax savings) compared with

applies only to pretax funds in IRAs, not

giving the old way — without the QCD.

her

Here are three more tax-planning

ha

ideas to better project the tax bill for

company plans, and clients must be at

r at

converting an IRA to a Roth IRA:

least age 70½ at the time of the QCD. A

client takes the standard deduction, but

The savings are highest when the

K if

• Make the conversion late in the

QCD may be as large as $100,000 per

due to the lower AGI limits, there are still

me

year when tax results for the full year

person (not per IRA) and can be used to

tax savings for clients who itemize.

can be more accurately estimated,

satisfy a client’s RMD requirements.

k

ee

actu-

ed

have

ed.

re up

at

st

one.

s

17

especially given market volatility.

QCD rules prohibit using donor-ad-

3. IRA fees no longer deductible.

vised funds or private foundations.

Advisor investment fees are no longer

If the market takes a big dip earlier in

Because a QCD is not included in

deductible as an itemized deduction. Let

the year, consider converting while

income as a distribution, tax-wise, this is

clients know this now and provide some

• There’s an exception to that advice.

alternatives, rather than have their CPA
tell them next year at tax time.

2018 Taxable Income Brackets
Marginal Tax Rate
10%
12%
22%
24%
32%
35%
37%

Married Filing Jointly
$0 – $19,050
$19,051 – $77,400
$77,401 – $165,000
$165,001 – $315,000
$315,001 – $400,000
$400,001 – $600,000
Over $600,000

The bottom-line strategy here is to

Single
$0 – $9,525
$9,526 – $38,700
$38,701 – $82,500
$82,501 – $157,500
$157,501 – $200,000
$200,001 – $500,000
Over $500,000

pay IRA fees from the IRA. This will
provide an effective tax deduction, as
the fees are paid from pretax funds.
But never do this from the Roth IRA,
as those are after-tax funds. In that
case, pay the Roth fees from other
taxable funds, even if there is no tax
deduction available. Roth fees cannot
be paid from the traditional IRA.

Source: Internal Revenue Code

Financial-Planning.com
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High Net Worth
4. Anticipate taxes from the pro
rata rule. The IRS aggregates all
traditional IRAs, including SEP and

new traditional IRA and promptly

$5,000 Roth IRA conversion will

converts it to a Roth IRA.

produce $4,800 of taxable income.

All the funds in this traditional IRA

The converted funds are 96%

Simple IRAs, as one when determining

are after taxes, so he expects no

taxable and 4% tax free, as will be any

the tax due on distributions. This can

taxable income to result. This would be

distribution from either IRA.

result in a surprise tax bill if clients are

true if Jack owned only that traditional

unprepared, so review this issue with

IRA. But Jack also owns another IRA

conversion or IRA distribution, check

clients now, before doing any Roth

holding $120,000, consisting entirely of

the impact of the pro rata rule to avoid

conversions or taking other IRA

pretax contributions and earnings.

giving the client an incorrect estimate

Before making any Roth IRA

The IRS will aggregate the two IRAs

of the tax bill. This mistake cannot be

and treat them as one with a balance

undone because Roth recharacteriza-

Roth IRA contribution, Jack makes a

of $125,000. Of that, $5,000, or 4%,

tions are no longer available.

$5,000 nondeductible contribution to a

consists of after-tax funds. Thus, Jack’s

distributions.
As an example, to make a back-door

5. Plan for RMDs. Check clients’ RMD

Which Is Best for Tax-Efficient Giving?

obligations and be sure they are met.

It may seem clients would be better off donating
appreciated stock than making a QCD, but that is not
always true with an older demographic. In general, the
QCD is more tax-efficient for clients age 70 ½ or older.

penalty for missing one.

QCDs
AGI Effect

Age Limits

Step-Up in
Basis

Limitations

Appreciated Stock

QCDs reduce
Appreciated stock reduces only
AGI and taxable taxable income.
income.
Only available
to IRA owners
or beneficiaries
who are age
70½ or older.

There is no age limit.

Preserves stepup in basis.
Beneficiaries
will get a
step-up in
basis, avoiding
income tax on
the decedent’s
lifetime gains.

Step-up in basis is lost on
appreciated stock that is
donated. If appreciated stock
is gifted to charity, clients and/
or their heirs will ultimately
end up with more taxable IRA
distributions.

• If a client has multiple traditional
IRAs, under the aggregation rules, the
year’s entire RMD can be taken from
any one of those accounts. This can be
a way to adjust the amounts left to
different beneficiaries or if the IRAs
invest in different kinds of assets, to
liquidate particular assets first.
• For a client who reaches age 70 ½
during 2018, the first RMD must be
taken by April 1, 2019. For others, RMDs
must be taken by year-end. If income
will be considerably lower in 2018 than

$100,000 per
Charitable contributions can
person, per year. be limited based on AGI.
Appreciated stock is limited to
30% of AGI. The tax law limit
for cash donations is increased
from 50% to 60% of AGI. There
is a five-year carryover for
contributions above AGI limit.

Source: Author

Remember, there’s a whopping 50%

in 2019, it might pay to look at taking
all or part of the first RMD in 2018.
• Remember, clients who inherit Roth
IRAs as non-spouse beneficiaries are
also subject to RMDs.
In conclusion: Now is the time to help
your clients plan their 2018 IRA–related
tax moves and end the woulda, coulda,
shoulda cycle. FP
Ed Slott, a CPA in Rockville Centre, New York, is
a Financial Planning contributing writer and
an IRA distribution expert, professional speaker
and author of several books on IRAs. Follow
him on Twitter at @theslottreport.
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THE RICHARDS GROUP
JOB #: SBR 18 012883 IBS Projects
TRIM: 7.875'' x 10.5''
LIVE: 7.25" x 9.75"
COLORS: CMYK
PUB: Financial Planning-Coffee
FOR QUESTIONS CALL: Karen Newman 214-891-5875

CLIENT: Schwab Retail
BLEED: 8.25" x 10.75"
ISSUE: 8/1/18

The Charles Schwab Franchise Opportunity

Pros
Transparent
revenue sharing.

C o ns
I’ll have
to make
the coffee.

Robust wealth
management offering.
Some of the lowest
prices in the industry.
Local marketing funding.
More time to spend
with clients.

There’s a reason more entrepreneurs, visionaries, and go-getters are becoming
Schwab Franchisees: because these doors can open opportunity.

Take the first step now at Schwab.com/Franchise or call 1-800-348-6501.

“Highest in Investor Satisfaction with
Full Service Brokerage Firms, Three Years in a Row.”
Charles Schwab received the highest numerical score in the J.D. Power 2016-2018 Full Service Investor Satisfaction Study. 2018 study based on 4,419 total responses from 18 ﬁrms measuring opinions of investors who used full-service
investment institutions, surveyed November-December 2017. Your experiences may vary. Visit jdpower.com. ©2018 Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. All rights reserved. Member SIPC. (0618-8DF3) ADP98048-00. 211 Main Street, San
Francisco, CA 94105 (1-800-348-6501). MN Franchise Registration Number: F-6699. This advertising, and the franchise sales information within it, is not intended as an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, a franchise. It is
for informational purposes only. Currently, the following states regulate the offer and sale of franchises: California, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, New York, North Dakota, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Dakota,
Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. If you are a resident of one of these states, or if you wish to operate a franchise in one of these states, we will not offer you a franchise unless and until we have complied with any applicable pre-sale
registration and disclosure requirements in that state.
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High Net Worth

to th
isn’t.

and d

Do

trust income).
Some plans, such as those

outri

involving life insurance, are

prote

best held in grantor trusts.

clien

Other plans may seek to

and a

circumvent the income tax
restrictions in the new law

The

— for example, to maximize

A com

charitable contribution

the in

deductions, salvage state

ING t

and local tax deductions on

by hi

real property or increase the

certa

20% deduction for pass-

ING t

through business entities,

ultra

under new Tax Code Section

have

199A.

Bu

Those strategies require

secur

the use of non-grantor trusts.

decli

This distinction between

best

grantor and non-grantor
Planners should remain proactively involved in the estate and trust planning process to ensure that a client’s plan does
not merely recycle older trust strategies.

Ending Bad Trust Advice
Much of the latest instruction is overly simplistic and can do a
disservice to clients. Here’s a guide to giving better guidance.
By Martin M. Shenkman

Th

trusts is critical, as it requires

type

different provisions. Advisors

use. I

need to understand the

be fu

nature of the trust’s structure,

tradi

as it affects not only income

incom

tax planning but also asset

the e

location decisions.

comp

Achieving any of those
goals can be complicated,

befor

Ot

and doing so requires

plann

fine-tuning in the prepara-

attor

tion of the plan and trust

plann

natur

Many advisors recommend that clients set

possible before then. Using the exemption

documents. Too many

up trusts for their children or grandchildren

requires the client to make a gift that

articles about planning

to take advantage of the new large estate-

removes funds from the client’s estate (in tax

following the 2017 tax law

Loca

tax exemptions.

parlance, this is a completed gift).

have glossed over all of this.

Whe

While advisors don’t need

reme

But some of the advice given may be

• Does the client need access to the

outdated, or overly simplistic. To help their

assets they have given away? Without

to be experts in all the

recom

clients plan better, advisors first must

access, many clients will be uncomfortable

nuances, many are active

clien

identify how goals might be different today

making large gifts.

participants in the tax

because of the tax overhaul. Advisors may
want to note the following:
• The current estate, gift and GST tax

• Consult with the client’s estate planner

In

planning process, and they

the c

and CPA to determine if the client would

need to have some under-

trust

benefit from using traditional grantor

standing of the nuances.

“trust

If making a completed gift

exemption is a whopping $11.8 million, but

trusts (the client sets up the trust and pays

that amount will be halved in 2026, so clients

the income tax) or non-grantor trusts (the

sounds inconsistent with

Alask

should try to use this strategy as much as

trust, not the client, pays income tax on

preserving the client’s access

Dako
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If someone is acting in a fiduciary

to those funds, be advised that it really

permit clients to set up a trust and be a

isn’t. It just requires careful planning

beneficiary of that trust, yet also have

capacity, they may not be able to add

and drafting.

the trust assets removed from their

a new beneficiary, for example, as that

estate. This type of trust might be

might dilute the interests of the

hose

outright to an heir, as that provides no

warranted for a single client who wants

beneficiaries to whom they have a duty

are

protection or access. Instead, have the

to assure access to assets transferred

of loyalty.

ts.

client gift to a trust to protect the heir

by using a self-settled domestic asset

and assure the client access.

protection trust.

Don’t advise the client to gift

ING trusts also need to be formed in

ax

w

mize

The ING Trust
A common non-grantor trust plan is

these states in order to work.
If a client wants to save state income

While advisors do not need to be
experts in all these matters, they should
at least ask questions to be sure the
attorney has considered these issues.
Given the current high estate tax

the intentionally non-grantor trust, or

tax, forming a trust in (or moving an

exemptions, many clients might benefit

e

ING trust. These trusts have been used

existing trust to) a no-tax state may be

from trusts that are created to last

s on

by high-income taxpayers to shift

essential to the plan.

forever or at least for a very long time.

the

certain income out of a high-tax state.

Forming a trust in a state other than

The client’s generation-skipping

-

ING trusts may remain great for

the client’s home state will often require

transfer exemption should also be

s,

ultrahigh-net-worth taxpayers who

naming an institutional trustee in that

allocated to protect gifts to the trust.

ction

have used their estate tax exemptions.

For many clients, trusts should be
created to last forever, or at least
for a very long time.

This can keep the trust assets outside

friendlier state.

More Strategies Than Ever Before

But for most wealthy taxpayers,

re

securing exemptions before they

usts.

decline by half in 2026 may be the

en

best strategy.
These taxpayers need a different

Planners should not deter such

the estate tax system for many
generations to come.

Overall, there are more variations of

ires

type of ING trust than the uber-wealthy

planning for fear of undermining their

trusts than ever before, which means

sors

use. If an ING approach is used, it must

client relationship.

clients and their families have more

be fundamentally different from all

Rather, advisors should establish

strategies from which they can benefit.

ture,

traditional ING trusts, which were

relationships with purely administra-

me

incomplete gifts (and thus, did not use

tive trust companies based in the

options has also increased the com-

et

the exemption), so transfers constitute

better trust states, so their clients can

plexity of trusts as planning tools, and

completed gifts that use the exemption

get the best planning without creating

identifying the best option for clients is

before it declines.

unnecessary complications or compe-

not always an easy task.

e

d,

Otherwise, a fundamental goal of
planning will be lost. When a client’s

a-

attorney recommends a type of trust,

t

planners need to truly understand the

w

nature of that trust.

Location Matters

tition for the advisor.
Trusts should also often have a trust
protector to provide flexibility.
This might include the power to

their clients should take advantage of

and administered.

the latest options to build a tailored

Other persons might be given the

remember to ask: What state has been

power to add a beneficiary or loan the

recommended for the trust? Is it the

client money from the trust. But be

client’s home state?

careful, as these may characterize
the trust as a grantor trust for income

ey

the client needs will require that the

tax purposes (which in some cases is

r-

trust be formed in what is called a

not desirable).

d gift

ccess

There are about 17 states, of which

There are also different views as to
whether the trust protector should act

Alaska, Delaware, Nevada and South

in a fiduciary capacity (with the level

Dakota are the most popular, that

of responsibility of a trustee) or not.
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client’s plan does not merely recycle
older trust strategies. Advisors and

need

“trust friendly” jurisdiction.

planning process to ensure that a

states where the trust is governed
When clients set up a new trust,

In many cases, the type of planning

Planners should remain proactively
involved in the estate and trust

change institutional trustees and

this.

e

That said, the expansion of these

plan suited to modern times. FP
Martin M. Shenkman, CPA, PFS, JD, is a
Financial Planning contributing writer and
an estate planner in Fort Lee, New Jersey. He
is founder of Shenkman Law. Follow him on
Twitter at @martinshenkman.
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Douglas Boneparth is a solo practitioner,
but plans to give his pregnant assistant
two months’ leave at full pay and then
allow her to work from home for a month.
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‘THE RIGHT
THING TO DO’
Why independent advisories need to have family leave
policies that are similar to what large companies offer.
By Andrew Welsch

Three days after giving birth in 2011, advisor Nina O’Neal left the hospital, dropped off her newborn son with family at home
and returned to work.
An independent advisor who had launched her practice 18 months earlier, she had clients who needed tending and referrals
to follow up on. Her body, however, wasn’t quite ready.
“My pregnancy was horrible. It was debilitating,” she says. After O’Neal left the hospital, she couldn’t sit comfortably. Her
hands hurt. She was in “excruciating pain every day.”
Her plight reflected a growing problem in a male-dominated, aging profession that traditionally has required newcomers to
devote themselves to building a client roster but now finds itself needing to attract more women and fresh talent. That means it
must find ways to be more supportive of advisors who want to start families.
“The industry has not done any favors to young advisors,” says independent advisor Douglas Boneparth.
In 2017, planners overseeing roughly $40 billion in client assets moved to RIAs or IBDs, seeking greater flexibility and freedom
to structure their practices as they saw fit. But generally, that freedom offers fewer benefits — including those that might be
particularly attractive to younger advisors thinking of building families.

JORDAN HOLLENDER

At the same time, many large American companies, including Merrill Lynch and some competitors, are moving to offer more
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Special Report: Family Leave
robust maternity and paternity leave

by. Cerulli Associates, a leading

director of the Institute for Gender and

leave

benefits. That might leave many

industry researcher, doesn’t keep track

the Economy at the University of

case,

breakaway advisors responsible for

of such policies, for example. But based

Toronto’s Rotman School.

by la

paying for benefits that Mother Merrill

on interviews with advisors, wealth

would have covered.

management does not appear to be

wealth management, then it will be

Fide

outperforming national trends.

financially harder for them to make it

assis

work,” Kaplan says. “And then there’s

assis

the logistics of it. When you are a small

leave

firm, you might not have the resources

work

to hire someone temporarily.”

since

Merrill Lynch offers 16 weeks of paid
leave and an additional 10 weeks of
unpaid leave to men and women in
cases of birth or adoption, a spokeswoman says, for all employees working
at least 20 hours weekly and at the firm
for at least one year. This policy,

“Historically, firms that offered
financial support did it through
disability insurance, and they
counted being a mother as a
disability,” says Sarah Kaplan, of
the University of Toronto.

and eight unpaid.

The situation is complicated at firms
that have both independent and
employee channels. Ameriprise and

introduced in 2016, improved upon an
earlier one that offered 12 weeks paid

“If you have a lot of smaller firms in

Nationally, 15% of all U.S. workers

Raymond James have policies that

have access to paid leave and 88% to

cover their employee advisors, which

unpaid leave, according to 2017 data

numbered 2,176 and 3,053, respectively,

and large, good,” says Sarah Keys, a

from the federal Bureau of Labor

at the end of the first quarter.

former Merrill advisor turned indepen-

Statistics. This does not include

dent. She and her three fellow advisors

disability leave.

“I feel the benefits at Merrill were, by

But both firms have far more

Bo

in 20

“Wh
you
build
J.P. M
Liz W

He

independent advisors: Ameriprise

that

has 7,705 and Raymond James has

that.

lion RIA in Denver, are currently

likely to have access to paid leave than

4,551. All of them are technically

2, it’s

developing their own maternity and

those at smaller firms, according to BLS

independent contractors.

and l

paternity leave policies.

data. A quarter of the workers at

at Cardan Capital Partners, a $700 mil-

Workers at large firms are more

While these brokers get higher

to gr

companies with 500 or more employ-

payouts than their counterparts on the

come with us if we had said, yeah,

ees had access to paid leave, com-

employee side, they’re responsible for

firsth

we’re going to give you less benefits,”

pared with 10% at firms with fewer

providing their own maternity and

his w

Keys says.

than 50 employees.

paternity leave, as well as for other

W

expenses associated with running a

inten

business, including real estate and

know

office equipment.

hard

“It would be hard for people to

Data on wealth management firms’

A big part of the problem is cost,

family leave benefits are hard to come

says Sarah Kaplan, a professor and

Bigger Is Better

He

A federal law, the Family Medical
Leave Act, guarantees employees the

Big firms are more likely to offer paid family leave.
Paid

right to 12 weeks of unpaid leave each
Unpaid

100%

year. But many people don’t take

No

Mos

advantage of it because of financial
constraints. “Historically, firms that
offered financial support did it

80%

through disability insurance, and they
counted being a mother as a disability,”

60%

60%

Kaplan says.
State laws vary. Some require

40%

nothing of employers. In New York, a
new law that took effect in January

20%

40%

requires employers, regardless of size,

20%

to offer eight weeks of paid leave to
0%

80%

0 to 49
workers

50 to 99
workers

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

100 to 499
workers

500 or more
workers

their employees, capped at $652
per week.

0%

Some independent advisors are
determined to create their own family
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and

s in

leave policies. In Douglas Boneparth’s

If more firms were to offer family

case, it goes beyond what’s required

leave, it might boost the number of

by law.

women in a profession with far more

Boneparth’s New York practice, Bone

e

Fide Wealth consists of him and one

e it

assistant. Still, he is offering his

men. Only a third of all advisors are
women, according to BLS data.
“It’s not one of those issues that

’s

assistant, who is pregnant, two months’

would stop a woman from getting into

mall

leave at full pay, plus one month to

this profession, but it might prevent a

ces

work from home. He has had the policy

woman from staying in the profession,”

since founding Bone Fide Wealth

says Jocelyn Wright, managing partner

in 2016.

at Ascension Group and an adjunct

irms

d

ch

vely,

“When you are starting a family,
you refocus on how you are
building your business,” says
J.P. Morgan Securities advisor
Liz Weikes.

professor at the American College of
Financial Services. “We have to think
about those types of concerns.”
This issue goes beyond compensation. “I still received pay. We have
recurring revenue,” says O’Neal, a

the

for

a

He says he knew from the get-go

partner at Archer Investment Manage-

that “I would want to accommodate

ment in Raleigh, North Carolina, and a

that. No. 1, it’s the right thing to do. No.

Financial Planning contributing writer.

2, it’s about taking care of your people

When she resumed work three days

and letting them know you want them

after giving birth. she says, “it wasn’t so

to grow,” Boneparth says.

much about it being paid; it was that

An increasing number of advisors work

there was no one to do the work.”

on teams, and technology makes it

He was motivated in part by

easier to work remotely via email,

This is not a problem just for

firsthand experience; Boneparth and

advisors at small RIAs, which some-

his wife have a 2-year-old son.

times number two or three employees.

When his assistant is on leave, he

he

ility,”

a

y

Solo advisors at large firms can face

and I made sure when I was home with

the same dilemma.

him that I was always available for a

harder,” he says.

Yet some help might be on the way.

mily

call,” notes advisor Liz Weikes. “Sometimes that’s all a client needs.”

Not Covered

Weikes, who works at J.P. Morgan

Most Americans don’t have access to paid family leave.
Paid

Unpaid

Securities, the bank’s high-end brokerage unit, took six weeks’ paid leave
when she had her first son.
Its parent, JPMorgan, which has
roughly 250,000 employees, offers 16

80%

weeks of paid family leave to the
primary parental caregiver and two

60%

weeks paid to the non-primary parental
caregiver. This is on top of other
benefits, such as a mentoring program

40%

for mothers returning to work, according to a spokeswoman.

ze,

o

“I worked right up until I had my son,

know I can cover this by working a little

al

hey

Skype or another tool.

intends to handle her work himself. “I

al

ach

Advisor Nina O’Neal, with sons Lowe and Emmett
O’Neal, focused on delegating more tasks at her
practice after the birth of her second son.

20%

Weikes is due to give birth to her
second child this summer and plans to

0%
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
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All U.S. workers

take six weeks off, she says.
“Obviously, I’m not looking for new
business opportunities while I’m at
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Special Report: Family Leave
for employees.

home with a newborn,” she says.

“We believe that, if you invest in

Instead, Weikes and other new
parents in wealth management say

people, you’ll more than get your return

they have rethought their approach to

in the long run,” Abusaid says, noting

client acquisition.

many of the firm’s roughly three dozen
employees are at the age at which

“When you are starting a family, you

they could be starting families.

refocus on how you are building your

Still, the efforts of a few small

business. So instead of going out for
drinks after work, you reshuffle, and you

independent advisors who are forward

say, I’ll go out one night a week, and I’ll

thinking might not be enough.

do luncheons instead,” she says.

“If you invest in people, you’ll
more than get your return in the
long run,” says Halbert Hargrove
COO John C. Abusaid.

When O’Neal gave birth to her
second child, she focused on delegating more tasks and easing her way
back into work. “Our second time

“It requires leadership from the

around, I would check my emails in the
afternoon,” she says. “Our operations
person sent me a daily update to let

After the birth of his daughter, advisor Parker
Trasborg took paid leave to help give his wife “a
bit of a break.”

larger players who can generate the
most impact because they have the
most dollars,” Boneparth says.

me know what was going on. I re-

He acknowledges that it is a

sponded with whatever input was

“Coming back to work when you have a

needed. I think we were overall better

little one at home is not a piece of

complex issue: Is there a one-size-fits-

prepared. We actually joke that our

cake,” says John C. Abusaid, president

all approach for an industry with a

business grew more that quarter, so

and COO of Halbert Hargrove.

wide spectrum of business models and

In addition to the four months of

firm sizes? But tackling this problem,

leave mandated by the state govern-

Boneparth says, would go a long way

‘Not a Piece of Cake’

ment, the firm, based in Long Beach,

toward helping independent firms

Management also needs to assure

California, offers two weeks’ vacation

attract and retain young, diverse talent.

employees that they are welcome to

at the beginning of maternity or

take advantage of available benefits.

paternity leave, as well as flextime

maybe I was better off at home.”

Should more advisors have access to
such benefits, they might have experiences similar to that of Parker Trasborg,

Who Should Get Paid Leave?

who took two weeks’ paid family leave

A majority of Americans say mothers should get paid
leave, funded by eitheremployers or the government.

birth last year of his daughter.

Employers

Federal gov.

100%

State gov.

plus two weeks of vacation after the
A planner with CJM Wealth Advisers
in Fairfax, Virginia, Trasborg says he
loved those four weeks.
“I took her out for walks because it

80%

was the end of August through

9
12

60%

61

September. It gave my wife a bit of
7
10

a break, since she was the one mostly

52

Trasborg says. “It was probably one of

dealing with the lack of sleep,”
the longest periods of time I’ll get to

40%

spend with her uninterrupted until
maybe I retire.” FP

20%
0%

New mothers

Source: Pew Research Center

New fathers

Andrew Welsch is a senior editor of Financial
Planning. Follow him on Twitter at
@AndrewWelsch.
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ED SLOTT AND COMPANY’S

Instant IRA Success eSeminar
Now Available On Demand
ONLINE EDUCATION WITH AMERICA’S IRA EXPERTS
The new tax laws have created consumer confusion, and in turn, MASSIVE opportunities to
stake your claim as an expert in your field. Guide your clients to safety and impress high-networth prospects with the latest IRA distribution planning strategies.

IRA Education Comes Straight to You!
▶ Includes seven sessions packaged as a group or
available separately—listen at your convenience!
▶ Covers important 2018 IRA updates, including new
planning opportunities under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
▶ Complete all seven sessions and become eligible to
join Ed Slott’s Elite IRA Advisor Group℠
▶ Receive a 40-plus-page handout with each session

SAVE $300 Off the Complete eSeminar
Promo Code: FinPlan

“It was a no-brainer to take 90 minutes from my schedule and listen to each session. The
web-based sessions were filled with timely information. I highly recommend this series!”
— Mark Gagnon, Bedford, NH

ED SLOTT

AND COMPANY, LLC

America’s IRA Experts

LEARN MORE AND REGISTER TODAY AT IRAHELP.COM!
Web: irahelp.com Email: info@irahelp.com Phone: 800-663-1340
Copyright © 2018 by Ed Slott and Company, LLC
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Wide Wage Gap for Planners

roles

are p

Ar

Female advisors earned just 59 cents for every dollar their male peers earned last year.
Here are 10 reasons that the advisory profession should be concerned.

were

By Annalyn Kurtz

beca

comp

Th

and c
The advisory industry has the largest

Morg

pay disparity of all occupations tracked

Bank

by the U.S. Department of Labor. Here

empl

are 10 things to know about the gap.

comm

In
1. The pay gap is huge for advisors.

advis

Overall in the U.S. economy, women

men.

earned about 82 cents for every dollar

is ba

male workers earned in 2017.

there

Critics of that statistic will point out

Arou
advi
ban
in 10

that the wage gap can partly be
explained away by the different
industries in which women and men
tend to work.

“W

Drilling down to specific occupations,
however, paints a particularly bleak

the re

picture for female advisors: They

and t

earned just 59 cents for every dollar

cultu

their male peers earned last year.

ing p

To be clear, that statistic includes
only full-time advisors who work 35
hours a week or more, so it’s not

she says, but once firms drill down into
their data, they often find a pay gap.
She recommends firms adopt

in Bo

maybe they’re more productive?
gap, either. Even accounting for

dramatically distorted by women who

more-transparent compensation

experience, revenue production and

may work part time. The pay measure

structures and standardized job

ownership status, female advisors

also includes salaries and commissions,

descriptions to eventually get the

earned $32,000 yearly less than their

but not one-time payments such as

industry to pay equity.

male counterparts in 2013, an Aite

Mo

Med
adv

Group Study commissioned by the CFP

annual bonuses.
3. It’s better in other areas of
2. The gap is persistent. The pay gap

won’t

Nope. Those things don’t explain the

finance. While finance in general has

$1,80

Board found.
That number is in line with more

$1,60

$1,40

isn’t a statistic to be proud of, and the

historically not been known as an

recent Labor Department findings,

CFP Board wants the persistent

egalitarian place for women, other

which show female advisors earned

disparity to change.

financial professions report a narrower

some $35,000 less than men in 2017.

pay gap than the advisory route.

The median annual earnings for male

$1,00

advisors was $86,424 and for women,

$80

appointed Kathleen McQuiggan, a

Female accountants, for example,

wealth manager for Artemis Financial

earn 77 cents on the dollar, and

Advisors and longtime women’s

female financial analysts earn 86

advocate, to serve as a special advisor

cents to a man’s dollar.

on gender diversity.
She describes a “myth of the

4. Experience and productivity don’t

meritocracy” at financial firms. “Every

explain it. Perhaps male advisors are

firm is claiming to be a meritocracy,”

more experienced than women? Or

just $50,908.

$60

5. Differing skill sets play a role.

$40

Business models and differences in

$20

compensation structures might be one
key factor.
While more men work in commission

ADOBE STOCK

Earlier this year, the industry group

$1,20
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roles, a higher percentage of women

A Large Disparity for Women Advisors

are paid salaries.

What a female worker earns when a male worker in the
same professional group earns $1.

Around one in five female advisors

ear.

were employed by a bank in 2013,
compared with one in 10 men.

$1.00

That’s a meaningful difference,

Men

because, as McQuiggan notes, “banks
and credit unions pay differently than a

Women

$0.82

$0.80

Morgan Stanley or a big wirehouse.
Banks tend to hire more salaried

$0.59

$0.60

employees versus the variable and
commissioned compensation models.”
Indeed, in 2013, 32% of female

$0.40

advisors were salaried, versus 13% of
men. When a higher proportion of pay

$0.20

is based on commissions or bonuses,
there’s more room for upward growth.

$0.00

Around one in five women
advisors were employed by a
bank in 2013, compared with one
in 10 men.

All Workers

Financial Advisors

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

Among RIAs, women tend to have

only 33% of full-time advisors, the

than their male peers, but more

Labor Department data shows — which

the relationship side of the business,

background in operations and adminis-

is about where it was a decade earlier.

and they may be found less in sales

tration, a 2014 Charles Schwab survey

cultures,” says Elyse Foster, the found-

shows. It’s possible those skill sets aren’t

if you limit the sample to planners with

ing principal of Harbor Financial Group

valued equally.

the CFP designation. Women make up

“Women may be more interested in

6. Women still are a minority in the

won’t make as much money.”

More of the Same

eir

Median weekly earnings, by gender, for personal financial
advisors over the most recent 15 years.

CFP

Meanwhile, in the RIA space, nearly

Men

$1,400

Women

And at RIAs, only 20% of firm
equity goes to women, the Schwab

$800

study shows.

$600

ADOBE STOCK

women owned all or part of their
Aite Group study shows.

$1,000

en,

top leadership roles. About 39% of
practice in 2013, versus 63% of men, the

$1,200

7.

female advisors at their firms.

Women are less likely than men to be in

$1,600

ale

half of all advisors say they have no

7. There are fewer women at the top.

$1,800

d

ssion

— and that number also hasn’t budged
in a decade.

d

one

The lack of progress looks even direr

only a quarter of CFP professionals

in Boulder, Colorado. “If that’s true, they
the

industry. As of 2017, women made up

less experience in sales and as brokers

$400

8. Unfair treatment is part of the

$200

problem. When advisors engage in

0

misconduct, women are not judged on
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
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2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

equal footing with men.
In fact, a 2017 academic study shows
August 2018 Financial Planning 37
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female advisors are punished at
substantially higher rates relative to
male advisors, even when they commit
errors that are far less costly.
That study, called “When Harry Fired

A Broader View

take

Advisors experience the largest pay gap in all of finance.

smok

$0.80

Wells Fargo was the worst offender.
There, women were 27% more likely
than men to experience a “job separa-

$1.00

$1.00

Re
own

$0.77

Florid

$0.60
$0.59
$0.40

“The cliché of the so-called
good-old-boy network ... is not
far from the truth,” says advisor
Erin Hilton.
The authors are convinced the study
shows evidence of in-group favoritism,
meaning men are nicer to fellow men
than they are to women.
It also could explain part of the wage

$0.20

$0.00

at a

fishin

“You
fina
a wh
Resh

Sons (which is now part of Wells Fargo)
and SunTrust Investment Services.

back

the g

$0.86

tion” after engaging in misconduct.
Next on the list were A.G. Edwards &

Women

“I am
$1.00

Sally,” also wasn’t shy about naming
specific firms.

Men

$1.00

scotc

Financial Analysts

Accountants

Financial Advisors

“W

says.

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

As

authors, Gregor Matvos, a finance

inclusive work environment, while we

when

professor at the University of Texas at

continue to serve the needs of our

she o

Austin.

clients.” SunTrust also disagreed with

that

the conclusions of the report, a

the ro

When asked about the study, Wells
Fargo spokeswoman Kim Yurkovich told
Financial Planning that the firm had

company spokesman said.

Lik

“We conducted our own review and

to go

gap, because when women are

“substantial issues with the authors’

did not find evidence of bias,” the

Florid

punished more harshly than men,

methodology, data and variables.”

spokesman wrote in an email. ”We have

her o

they’re also less likely to get promoted
or find another job, says one of the

In an email, she said, “As always, our
focus is on providing a diverse and

Tougher Punishment for Women

The relative probability that female advisors will be
terminated compared with males facing similar charges.
30%

a strong culture of inclusion and

Sh

commitment to treating our employees

tastin

fairly and equitably.”

wom

9. Barriers make networking
difficult. Erin Hilton, an independent
advisor in Austin, Texas, learned how

An

The

to play golf, hoping she would be able
to fit in better with her mostly male

25%

peers and potential clients.
20%

But she was dismayed to find out
that at some country clubs in Texas

15%

dining rooms are still restricted to
10%

men only.
Whether the barriers to women are

5%
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that blatant or more subtle, male

Source: “When Harry Fired Sally” by Mark L. Egan, Gregor Matvos and Amit Seru

bonding rituals make it harder for
women to network among other
advisors and attract high-net-worth
clients, she says.
“The cliché of the so-called goodold-boy network in which male advisors
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e.

men

we

h

take their clients to the bar to drink

prospective male clients, she says,

scotch and make deals while they

because she doesn’t fit the typical

smoke cigars and pat each other on the

image of an advisor.

back is not far from the truth,” she says.

biases are at play, McQuiggan says.
“Who gets placed on which teams?
Who gets access to which accounts?

“You would expect that the financial

Who gets to sit where on a certain

“I am just trying to peek my head into

advisor is going to be a white male,”

floor? Who gets to pick the inbound

the good-old-boy world.”

she says. “If there’s a choice, I do

calls of the day?” she asks.
“I do think there are some subtle

Reshell Smith, who now owns her

believe you’re going to choose a white

own independent practice in Orlando,

male. That’s what you’re familiar with.

inequities, not at all firms, but if you

Florida, describes how male colleagues

That’s what you know.”

peel back the onion and look at
internal processes and systems, we find

at a prior job used to go deep-sea
10. Accounts may be passed down

fishing on Saturdays.

“You would expect that the
financial advisor is going to be
a white male,” says advisor
Reshell Smith.

there are still processes and ways that

differently. In some business models,

firms could be more conscious in what

such as brokerages, it may also be

opportunities are given to what

harder for women to have clients

person,” she adds.

passed down from retiring advisors.
In 2002, 17 women filed a class-ac-

Some female advisors are optimistic
that the fee-only movement and

tion suit against American Express

emphasis on the fiduciary standard

Financial Advisors, alleging widespread

could encourage more gender parity in

As a black woman, Smith says that

sex discrimination, including that the

the future.

when she attends industry conferences,

most lucrative accounts were dispro-

she often goes with the expectation

portionately allocated to men, whether

more away from commissions and

that “I am going to be the only one in

they were new or passed down from

toward fee-based planning, and this

the room.”

departing brokers.

could be the wave that catches up

“Women were not going on that,” she
says. “We just weren’t invited.”

“Our industry is moving more and

The firm agreed to a $31 million

women more and allows them into the

to golf — it’s crucial to networking in

settlement and a consent decree that

industry,” says Renée Snow, chairwom-

Florida, she says — but she also puts

required the company to create a

an of the financial planning program

have

her own spin on attracting clients.

gender-neutral system for allocating

at UCSC Extension Silicon Valley, the

accounts to advisors.

professional education arm of the

yees

tastings, which tend to attract more

and

nt

ow

Like Hilton, she too has learned how

She hosts “Money and Moscato” wine
women clients. It’s harder to reach

Sometimes, processes can be unfair,
and at other times, subtle unconscious

“I’m glad that the industry is
moving away from a sales mentality,

An Unchanging Gender Mix

which is not necessarily in the client’s

The numbers for financial advisors in the last decade.

to do very well in that environment,”

able

2007

le

best interest. I think women are going
she says.

2017

McQuiggan also notes two other
things that might help: More firms are
engaging in internal pay equity audits,

ut

and laws in some jurisdictions are

as
34%

making it illegal for employers to ask

33%

about compensation history.

are

66%

67%

“We’ve had this vicious cycle,” she
says. “But I think those things are
leveling the playing field.” FP

h
Men

d-

isors

University of California, Santa Cruz.

Women

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Annalyn Kurtz is contributing editor to
Financial Planning. Her work has also
appeared in Fortune, The New York Times
and CNNMoney. Follow her on Twitter at
@annalynkurtz.
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elsewhere in the country.

provi

The award, sponsored jointly by

lacke

Financial Planning and the Foundation

quali

for Financial Planning, recognizes

ago.

beyond providing one-on-one pro bono

proce

planning to people who otherwise could

presi

not afford it.

Los A

To support Born’s ongoing work, the

Amy Born provides one-on-one pro bono planning
intervention to Habitat for Humanity homeowners.
By Ann Marsh

izatio

foundation will contribute $5,000 to

It’s n

Habitat for Humanity of Greater Los

famil

Angeles to help more aspiring low-

prog

income homeowners in the prohibitively

proce

expensive local housing market. The

Home and Hearth

“It

planners who have gone above and

Bo

foundation has provided past grants to

ecosy

help the Habitat affiliate bolster the

requi

same program’s reach.

hand

“For me, doing pro bono work
brings me back down to earth,
not having to deal with
rich-people problems,” says
Amy Born, 2018 Pro Bono
Award winner.

home

A global nonprofit based in the

logis

United States, Habitat for Humanity

In

finan

buy a

They
they

main

To

helps to build, buy and rehabilitate

own

affordable homes for low-income

ings.

people here and in 70 other countries. It

and f

also provides affordable mortgages to

they

aspiring homeowners and invites them

The l

to remain part of the Habitat commu-

loans

A single mother, a Habitat for Humanity

one pro bono financial planning

nity for the duration of their lives, if they

noth

beneficiary, had fallen severely behind

program designed to help people

so choose. The affiliate where Born

at on

on her mortgage payment. Now she

like the distressed mother, who Born

volunteers is one of 1,400 such opera-

years

risked losing the affordable home she

says had paid $20,000 to $30,000 in

tions around the country.

them

and her special needs daughter relied

unexpected medical expenses over a

upon — and all the stability it provided.

couple of years after her teenage

predates her Habitat work. For the past

daughter was diagnosed with schizo-

seven years, she has helped run

A Cr

hoping it would go away,” says Amy

phrenia. Eventually, after Born’s

volunteer activities through the FPA of

Howe

Born, an advisor with the HighTower

prodding, the mother found govern-

Los Angeles. From 2014 to 2017, she

prog

firm Acacia Wealth Advisors in Beverly

ment assistance that should enable her

served as the chapter’s pro bono

piece

Hills, California, who stepped in after a

to keep her home.

director. For years, she helped organize

chap

annual Financial Planning Days at the

ago,

“She was ignoring the situation and

Habitat employee gently told the

Born is now the recipient of the 2018

Born’s history in pro bono planning

sell t

woman, “I really think it would be

Pro Bono Award for her contributions to

Los Angeles Public Library; this

helpful if you would meet with the

that program, which could serve as a

program, she says, routinely attracts

prosp

financial planner that we bring in.”

template for free one-on-one planning

about 250 people seeking help.

them

Since 2015, Born has been helping
low-income families through a one-on-

interventions at Habitat affiliates
throughout Southern California and

Un

When Born began working with
Habitat, the one-on-one program
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Special Report: Pro Bono Awards
provided only sporadic services and
lacked sufficient involvement from

on

qualified planners. Not anymore.
“It was a dream probably four years

d

ago. Now it’s standard operating

bono

procedure,” says Francesca DiBrito, vice

could

president of development for Habitat in
Los Angeles. “There’s an institutional-

the

o

s

ization that’s come because of [Born].
It’s not just Amy sitting down with
families. It’s her helping us to set up a
program that’s changed our cultural

e

process with our families. I love it.”
Born’s volunteer hours go into an

ts to

ecosystem chock-full of educational

e

requirements but greatly in need of
hands-on planning.
In Los Angeles, aspiring Habitat

h,

homeowners must take 40 hours of

they lacked the training to help them.

and her husband put in 500 hours

Enter Born and other FPA volunteers.

building their own home and other

Born began teaching the Habitat

Habitat homes for a year before they
moved into their new place.

financial literacy classes to qualify to

financial workshops, which are open to

buy a newly built or rehabilitated home.

all aid recipients, from those who

They must have good credit and prove

bought homes 10 or 20 years ago to

“in a way that was comfortable for me,”

they can service a mortgage and

those who expect to do so in the future.

says Ramos, a stay-at-home mom

maintain a home, financially and

She also has recruited about 10

Born delivered her planning advice

whose husband makes $42,000 a year,

CFPs to provide one-on-one planning

“and she gave us different scenarios.

sessions. Personally, she has worked

She gave us a plan that works for us

own homes and other Habitat dwell-

with nearly 50 people individually so

and was affordable.”

ings. They save for their down payment

far, DiBrito says.

logistically, when it comes to repairs.

y

Amy Born at a Culver City, California, site where Habitat for Humanity is building 10 homes.

To that end, they help build their

Balance the Challenges

es. It

and find traditional bank loans that

Born also “has connected financial

s to

they supplement with Habitat loans.

planners to our sister affiliate, Habitat

Born says her work with Habitat helps

hem

The latter are often so-called “silent

for Humanity in the San Gabriel Valley,

to balance the challenges of her day

mu-

loans,” which cost the homeowners

which will result in serving more

job, providing planning and investment

nothing for decades but come due all

low-income Angelenos in the coming

services to clients with average assets

at once with a balloon payment at 30

years,” DiBrito says. She hopes the

of $20 million.

years. Some homeowners save to pay

program will be adopted by other

them off or choose to do so when they

affiliates countrywide.

they

a-

ng

sell their homes.

people just once, Habitat surveys have

past

A of

complex needs and predictably
demanding attitudes, she says.
“For me,” Born says, “doing pro

A Critical Piece

shown that the sessions have been

bono work brings me back down to

However, Habitat’s multifaceted

impactful, DiBrito says. In some

earth, not having to deal with rich-

program has been missing a critical

instances, Born does offer to meet with

people problems.”

piece since the greater Los Angeles

clients for further follow-up.

nize

chapter was founded about 30 years

the

ago, DiBrito says. That’s customization.

s

Although Born meets typically with

Most are business owners, with

Until 2015, whenever homeowners or

“She showed us how we could go
about paying off our home,” says
Frances Ramos, 42, who in November

A side benefit is that it sharpens her
skills advising her wealthy clients’
middle class family members.
“It helps with just really practical

prospective homeowners found

moved into a newly built Habitat home

advice for those who are just starting

themselves flummoxed by seemingly

in the city of Montebello with her

out,” she says.

insurmountable financial challenges,

husband and two boys. The couple has

For Ramos and her family, Habitat

Habitat workers had to confess that

a third boy on the way. All told, Ramos

enabled them to leave a noisy rented
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duplex across the street from a drug

They live down the street from other

“It was helpful,” Ramos says of the

plann

dealer. Their new, spacious two-story,

Habitat homeowners whose homes

input she got from Born. “I needed to

Fo

four-bedroom place has a two-car

they helped build.

hear it from an expert, from a profes-

for a

sional that helped me have a sense of

for th

artificial lawn in back where their kids

her husband can save for the balloon

security, knowing we would be able to

while

can play, all for a mortgage payment

payment looming 30 years down the

do this with our finances. There’s no

over

of $662 a month.

line, she says.

way I would go and pay a financial

garage, a garden in front and an

Born showed Ramos how she and

Runner-up: Intelligent Advice

Th

the p

Af

Didi Dorsett uses analytical skills she learned in the military to aid low-income families.
By Ann Marsh

anot

tor, D

chan

and m

sense
As 2015 drew to a close, DéShaun

including their two young sons — now 5

financial experts with nonprofit clients,

M

Monique Stafford and her husband,

and 7 — they were spending $500 a

our families and the entire community

one-

now both 30, found they didn’t have

month on fast food. “That was an

become stronger.”

by de

enough cash to pay their rent, a

eye-opener,” she says. By cooking at

Britepaths provides emergency

the o

mystifying development since they both

home, they brought that down to $120

services to help pay for clients’ food,

clien

brought in steady incomes.

right away and, over time, to $50.

car repairs, rent and utility bills.

only

However, the organization also teaches

“get-

“Usually, if we were short, we could
get help from our family, but it was the
holiday season and funds were really
scarce,” Stafford recalls. “We had no
idea where our money was going.”
At a financial counseling clinic run by
Britepaths, a nonprofit in Fairfax,
Virginia, which helps low-income

“As a former naval intelligence
officer, I feel I’m well-qualified to
pull together recommendations
and guidance based on your
current situation,” says Dolores
“Didi” Dorsett.
“Now eating out is a treat,” Stafford

long-term empowerment via several
financial literacy programs.

If

comp

“The financial literacy piece is one

plann

that few nongovernmental organiza-

finan

tions have fully developed,” Miles says.

need

When other nonprofits need help

right

from planners, Britepaths connects

people near the nation’s capital,

says. “I’m so grateful for Didi. I never

them with free services from CFPs,

‘The

Stafford learned she could get free help

want to get back to that point where I

CPAs, MBAs and people with finance

Dors

from a member of the FPA of the

don’t have enough.”

degrees. It also offers workshops, a

the G

financial counseling clinic, single

she w

as 75 people, largely through tightly

one-on-one planning sessions and a

firm,

Dorsett, a newly minted CFP and a

focused one-on-one pro bono planning

financial mentorship program.

Occo

former intelligence officer with the

sessions over three years, Dorsett is the

United States Navy.

runner-up for the 2018 Pro Bono Award.

worked with Britepaths’ financial

He

The award, jointly sponsored by

mentors for six months or longer.

back

National Capital Area.
That’s how she met Dolores “Didi”

For her devotion to serving as many

Last year, 64 low-income people

hourl

An Eye-Opener

Financial Planning and the Foundation

With the support of Dorsett and other

for Financial Planning, recognizes

Learning by Shadowing

retire

Britepaths services, Stafford developed

planners who have provided excep-

Dorsett started at the nonprofit by

and a

a passion for budgeting, paid down

tional service, advising people who

shadowing other planning volunteers,

inten

debt and built up an emergency reserve

otherwise could not afford to hire them.

while studying to take the CFP exam,

long-

that survived the couple’s 20% to 30%

“Didi has been our go-to. She is one

loss in income after her husband took a

of those people who combine compas-

different job.
Along the way, she and her husband
discovered that as a household,

inflec

“T

which she passed in 2015.
During those first engagements, she

world

sion and laser focus,” says Marcelle

would pull credit reports and otherwise

advic

Miles, Britepaths’ financial literacy

listen in. In that way, she used volun-

director. “Bringing together volunteer

teering to help carve her transition into
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he

planner to do this.”

to

For Born, there’s satisfaction working

es-

for a nonprofit that sets high standards

e of

for the people and families it serves,

e to

while also providing continuing support

o

over the course of clients’ lives.
The goal, DiBrito says, is ambitiously

long-term: to break the cycle of poverty

Pro Bono Award goes to a former naval

for successive generations.

intelligence officer-turned financial

Habitat provides “a hand-up, not a
handout,” Born says.
“Their goal is a sense of community,”
she says, “and we are part of that.”
This year’s runner-up award for the

planner, Dolores “Didi” Dorsett, who
leverages her analytical skills from her
military career to help working poor
families navigate debt and budgeting
challenges near the nation’s capital. FP

the profession.
After 20 years in the Navy and

es.

another seven with a defense contractor, Dorsett says, she was ready for a
change. “I wanted something different
and more meaningful,” she says, “a
sense of being able to give back.”

nts,

nity

Most of her planning sessions are
one-offs, without follow-ups, she says,
by design. Her approach is similar to
the one she uses with her paying

d,

clients, most of whom meet with her for
only a single full session after an initial

ches

al

“get-acquainted” meeting.
If someone is going through a
complex divorce, she refers them to a

Planner Didi Dorsett (right) helped DéShaun Monique Stafford master savvy financial habits.

my way of my life,” she says today.

ne

planner who is a certified divorce

says. “There are a lot of do-it-

a-

financial analyst. If they have a special

yourselfers and folks who are just

ays.

needs child, she finds a CFP with the

seeking validation that they are on the

when her husband left a management

p

right background.

right path.”

position and took lower paying work.

“As a former naval intelligence

ce

a

That new skill proved invaluable

By closely watching and managing

‘The Right Path’

officer,” she says, “I spent 20 years

their cash flow, “it’s been OK,” accord-

Dorsett is a NAPFA member and part of

taking disparate pieces of information

ing to Stafford, a medical assistant,

the Garrett Planning Network. When

and weaving them together into a

who does life coaching on the side.

she works with paying clients at her

coherent story that someone could take

“We’ve even managed to save up an

firm, Safe Harbor Financial Advisors in

action on. I feel I’m well-qualified as an

emergency fund, which has been

Occoquan, Virginia, she charges clients

analyst to pull together recommenda-

tremendous, but we haven’t had to tap

hourly or by project.

tions and guidance based on your

into that.”

Her clients, many with military
backgrounds, tend to come to her at

current situation.”
Dorsett set up Stafford and her

In December, Stafford volunteered
to teach a Britepaths class titled

inflection points, often on the cusp of

husband with Simple, a mobile budget-

Holidays on a Budget. “She’s truly been

retirement. By gathering the right data

ing app and service offered through

a superstar,” Dorsett says.

and asking the right questions, she

numerous banks. Stafford used it to

rs,

intends her short-term guidance to offer

create envelopes into which she began

as they did from me,” Dorsett says of

m,

long-term impact.

saving for specific future expenses.

the couple. “I’m eternally grateful for

“There’s a set of clients out in the

wise

getting to meet them. I’m hoping

world who aren’t looking for ongoing

expenses in real time on her mobile

they now will have some new tricks in

advice to manage their assets,” she

device so avidly that “now budgeting is

their toolbox.” FP

BRITEPATHS

she

Stafford took to tracking her

“I got at least as much from them

n-

into

Ann Marsh is a senior editor and the West Coast bureau chief of Financial Planning. Follow her on Twitter at @Ann_Marsh.
Financial-Planning.com
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Practice

you’r

phys
tant
are some best practices you

It

but if

can consider.

me d

Creating Space

me a

The first key to working from

W

a home office is establishing

but, a

a physical space that is

to my

yours alone.

really

It may seem obvious, but

be ho

this space should have walls

It can

and, ideally, a door, to

“Given how much time you’re likely to spend in your home office space, it’s worth investing your time and resources to
get it right,” Michael Kitces says.

Managing the Home Office
Many advisors can make the switch from a traditional office to
one in their own house.
By Michael Kitces

In

establish a clear formal

make

barrier between your

theat

personal space and your

that

workspace.

work

It’s necessary to
establish an office
structure you might’ve
taken for granted in
more traditional work
environments.

work

this b

Fo

it’s al

form

Af

away
In my case, the home
office space is nothing more
than an extra bedroom that I

us wh

what

Se

know

took over.
Despite the fact that a

Ia

bedroom is normally part of

typic

our personal family space

spen

— and this one is literally

ally c

right across the hallway from

for an

my daughters’ room — this is

if nec

The internet has afforded professionals a

structure you might have taken for granted

understood by my family to

number of convenient innovations, and chief

in more-traditional work environments, from

be Daddy’s Office.

among them may be the ability to turn a

having physically separated space to

15-mile commute into a 15-foot walk down

establishing — both for your family and

and the door is closed, they

tiona

the hall from the bedroom.

yourself — formal hours for when you should

know that, for all intents and

desk

not be interrupted.

purposes, I’m not home at

But while shifting to a home office may
increase your available time — whether by

At the same time, it’s necessary to have

Taki

When I’m in that bedroom

all. I’m at work.

Even

Th

arise

Part of the effectiveness

eliminating the commute or distractions from

a plan for how to recreate the other

colleagues — it may not necessarily improve

essential component of office life — inter-

of housing an office in a

productivity, given the distractions of home

action with colleagues (or other human

discrete physical space is

and family.

beings, in general).

that it helps get you into the

crave

right frame of mind.

oppo

Consequently, to maintain personal

So whether you’re leaving a massive office

productivity in a home office, it’s necessary

environment, or looking to optimize the

to establish some of the same office

home office space you already have, here

When you’re in your office,
you’re working … and when

44 Financial Planning August 2018
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you’re not, you’re not. However, the

often becomes a popular gathering

physical separation is also an impor-

place in a traditional setting.

tant line to draw for your family.

you

But therein lays one of the big

Another way to round out social
interaction is to be engaged with
colleagues through a professional asso-

It may seem strange to some people,

challenges of working from home:

ciation, such as a local FPA chapter or

but if my wife wants to touch base with

There are no colleagues with you.

NAPFA study group.

me during the working day, she will send
me a text message.

And while their interruptions can

Going to regular meetings or getting

sometimes be disruptive — and may in

involved as a volunteer can provide a

rom

We may be in the house together,

fact drive some people to consider

much-needed social output to engage

hing

but, again, the point is that, if the door

working from home in the first place

with peers.

to my home office is closed, I’m not

— one of the primary reasons people

really at home. The home office has to

may give up on the home office is

of active membership in the advisor

be honored as a workspace at all times.

the feeling of isolation and lack of

association groups consists of

It cannot be a personal or play space.

social interaction that can accompany

people who work for smaller indepen-

this lifestyle.

dent firms.

but

walls

In other words, do not, at any time,
make your office into a rec room, home

k

home requires having a plan to create

early days of my career in local FPA

that isn’t related to your work. Using

those social connections and sponta-

chapter leadership — as a former

workspace as personal space blurs the

neous interactions that help fuel

chapter president — and in several

work and personal line with family, and

connectedness (and even creativity).

national committees and conferences.

For your benefit and everyone else’s,
it’s also important to consider setting
formal office hours.
After all, it can be difficult to walk
away from work, particularly for those of

more

hat I

Online team chat apps such
as Salesforce Chatter or
Slack can also help support
social interaction.

Nowadays, I’m also traveling to
conferences on almost a weekly basis
for speaking engagements, which also
provides a comfortable balance of
social interaction.

My starting point is social media. It’s

us who are exceptionally devoted to

one of the reasons I have become so

Tech Tools

what we do.

engaged on various platforms, particu-

For those who work from a home office

larly Twitter.

but are not solo practitioners, using

Setting a schedule lets everyone
know when it’s quitting time.

a

This is why I was involved from the

theater, “man cave” or anything else

this blurring can lead to problems.

ve

Accordingly, working effectively from

It is no coincidence that the bulk

I aim to start work by 9 a.m., and I

When I need to take a five-minute
mental break, I check in on Twitter,

t of

typically work until around 6 p.m. Then, I

digest the latest buzz and respond to

technology tools to support team
interaction can help.
These can include video conferenc-

e

spend dinnertime with family, occasion-

the questions and comments sent to

ing tools for regular team meetings, as

y

ally coming back to my office to work

me. Notably, I limit myself to only a

well as platforms such as Google Hang-

from

for another hour or two after 9 p.m.,

five-minute break on social media to

outs, Slack video or even Sococo to

his is

if necessary.

keep from getting sucked in.

support more impromptu meetings.

Taking Breaks

ment is my family. Because I have a

Salesforce Chatter or Slack can also

oom

Even the hardest workers in a tradi-

stay-at-home spouse and young

help support social interaction. With

hey

tional office won’t stay put at their

children who are not yet in school full

some of my virtual teams, we have

desks straight through the day.

time, taking a break from work for a

dedicated Slack channels just for daily

few minutes involves leaving my office,

intra-team work communications, and

arise, and/or colleagues may occasion-

going to our main living area and

a separate channel dedicated to

ally interrupt for legitimate (or not-so-

spending a little time with the family.

sharing entertaining information

My next output for social engage-

y to

and

at

ess

That’s partly because meetings may

legitimate) reasons.

s
the

ffice,

hen

Sometimes it’s simply because we

Here, again, I must set a mental time
limit, but the opportunity to share

Online team chat apps such as

(whether this relates to work or not).
It’s also important to build in time

crave a brief mental break — an

meaningful time with my family during

simply to step out for a breath. As often

opportunity for some fresh air and a

the course of my day helps keep me

as I can, I’ll do a walk-and-talk, where I

little social interaction.

balanced in what are otherwise fairly

take a conference call on a headset.

That’s why the office watercooler
Financial-Planning.com
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There’s also always the local
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Practice
coffeehouse if you are looking for a
change of pace and an opportunity to
work elsewhere for a little while.
Sometimes, there won’t be as much
time to step out.
To manage days like this, I keep a
compact mini-refrigerator in my home
office that is stocked with water and a
midday snack, so I don’t have to risk
disrupting my work rhythm.

Investing in Comfort
In traditional offices, we often have to
take and accept whatever comforts
we’re provided.
The good news about a home office
space, though, is that you have total
control over its design.
Given how much time you’re likely to
spend in your home office, it’s worth
investing your time and resources to
get it right.

For your benefit and everyone
else’s living under the same roof,
it’s also important to consider
setting formal office hours.

The home studio of Dave Grant, founder of the planning firm Retirement Matters in Carey, Illinois, and a
Financial Planning columnist.

— generally at least 10Mbps of
download and upload speeds.
Also give consideration to how you
might build flexibility into your home
office. There will always be some space

spaces don’t communicate the professional credibility they wish to convey.
In my own case, we have several

constraints, but even in my home-

dedicated office spaces for the advisory

office-bedroom space, I have made

firm itself, and my home office is just for

space you’ll be spending a lot of time

sure to have both a standing desk and,

my own personal productivity.

in, but also because doing so will help

on the other side of the room, a

put you in the optimal frame of mind to

comfortable recliner chair where I can

cannot join virtually, or take at the

be productive.

sit and work on my laptop.

client’s office can simply be taken in

This is not only to better enjoy a

starting points.

As a result, any client meetings I

the conference rooms at one of my

A good desk and office chair are

What About Client Meetings?

firm’s locations.
For those who work solely from a

You may also invest in a good

One important caveat to the home

standing desk setup if you prefer. In

office approach is that, just because

home office, an increasingly popular

addition, be sure to buy a quality

you have a home office, doesn’t mean

option is to rent a meeting room

webcam if you’ll be doing a lot of video

you will necessarily want to take client

at co-working spaces such Regus

meetings, and bear in mind that you

meetings there.

or WeWork.

should have an appropriate, profes-

DAVE GRANT

These individuals rightly may be
concerned that their home office

In practice, some advisors are happy

Buying access to conference or

sional-looking background, or at least

to meet with clients at their home

meeting rooms on an ad-hoc basis can

a neutral-colored wall.

office, especially if their setup is

be much cheaper than actually leasing

And to be reasonably assured of

conducive to having a separate space

office space on a full-time basis.

smooth video feeds, make certain your

with its own entrance. Other advisors’

home internet connection is capable of

setups may not function very well as a

for you, it’s remarkable how productive

supporting high-speed streaming video

client-facing workspace.

you can be. FP

Once you establish what works best

Michael Kitces, CFP, a Financial Planning contributing writer, is a partner and director of wealth management at Pinnacle Advisory Group in Columbia, Maryland, co-founder of the XY Planning Network, and publisher of the planning blog Nerd’s Eye View. Follow him on Twitter at @MichaelKitces.
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AdvisorTech

offer

out in

In
with similar demographic

advis

cohorts and determine how

and d

they are doing in terms of

maki

investing, says Sinisa Babcic,

tiona

senior manager for financial

meth

services at Ernst & Young.

Mart

Scenarios that allow clients
to play out how certain

To E

financial decisions will

Thes

impact them is another tool.

cook

Gamification as a whole

innov

has seen slower adoption in

Inves

traditional wealth manage-

leads

ment, where market leaders

at Fid

have been most interested in

looki

techniques that educate the

appli

next generation of high-net-

comb

worth heirs, Babcic says.

custo

train

Virtual reality can be a useful educational tool to coax younger people to save money by showing the impact of their
investments, or lack thereof.

VR Makes a Comeback
Virtual reality is seeping into wealth management, and advisors
can use it to help clients engage with their finances.
By Sharon Adarlo

colla

Martin says VR can be a

clien

useful educational tool to

ucate

save money by showing the

them

impact of their investments,

bette

or lack thereof.

he sa

“For example, a low

“W

savings rate could be

unde

visualized by showing a

Scho

future state of struggling to

decis

put food on the table or pay

impa

for health care services in

It’s to

those

emerging technology are virtually limitless,”

contrast to a high savings

virtual reality goggles at Fidelity Investments’

Martin says.

rate scenario that shows a

First a fixture of science fiction and then

“W

nudge younger people to

When Bill Martin recently donned a pair of
client advisory council meeting in Boston, he

Fid

comfortable retirement

whic

was skeptical about whether the technology

relegated to video gaming after a disap-

lifestyle. Retirement plan

Ama

would be of any use for financial advisors.

pointing start in the 1990s, VR is making a

advisors could use such a

Sume

comeback, and, this time, fintech experts say

tool to positively motivate

on ho

Martin, chief investment officer at Wichita,

it will find its place as a tool for advisors to

participant behaviors,

comp

Kansas-based Intrust Bank, returned like Neo

help clients become more educated and

leading to improved

on ho

in “The Matrix,” ready to see how deep the

engaged with their finances.

retirement readiness,”

can a

Martin says.

room

But after a tour through the virtual world,

rabbit hole goes.
BLOOMBERG NEWS

Give a Nudge

“I’m now convinced that tech-savvy

VR and its cousin, augmented reality, are
just two of the latest gaming technologies

Other possible uses for VR

advisors will be incorporating VR into their

seeping into wealth management. Such tools

involve gauging a client’s ap-

practices in the not-too-distant future and

in financial services can involve programs

petite for risk by simulating

that the potential applications of this

that allow clients to compare themselves

market downturns and
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offering visuals on how that may play
out in their lives, Martin adds.
In addition, VR can help train new

c

advisors by simulating client meetings

ow

and different, challenging scenarios,

of

making it “much quicker than tradi-

bcic,

tional learn-as-you-go training

ncial

methods commonly used today,”

g.

Martin says.

nts

To Educate Better
These various VR use cases have been

tool.

cooked up at Fidelity Labs, the

ole

innovation incubator at Fidelity

n in

Investments, says Adam Schouela, who

ge-

leads the Emerging Technology team

ders

at Fidelity Labs. His team has been

ed in

looking at various financial services

the

net-

applications for VR and AR or a
combination of them, specifically for

Bill Martin, chief investment officer at Intrust Bank, tries out VR goggles at Fidelity Investments’ client
advisory council meeting in Boston.

customer education, employee
training, data visualization, and
collaboration between advisors and
clients, or within teams.

o

“We are seeing how we may ed-

the pilot stage, Schouela says.
For much of the financial services

There hasn’t been wide adoption of
VR and AR technology yet, Babcic

industry, many use cases for VR and AR

notes, the way that smartphones have.

have been gimmicky or branding

Price and refinement are issues. VR

o

ucate better our customers and give

exercises up to this point, says Lex

goggles range from $5 headsets at

the

them a different type of experience to

Sokolin, global director of fintech

Walmart to $399 for an Oculus Rift,

nts,

better understand financial concepts,”

strategy at Autonomous Research.

while AR glasses, which can retail from

he says.

Examples abound, such as Ally Bank

$89 to $1,000, are considered ugly and

offering an AR smartphone app where

look more like bulky 3D movie goggles

users could catch flying dollar bills.

by some technology reviewers. When

“We created an application to
understand retirement readiness age,”
Schouela adds. “You are presented with

“I don’t think even the big tech firms

decisions and how these decisions

yet know the right user experience of

pay

impact the age you are ready to retire.

VR/AR and wealth management is

n

It’s to better articulate the impact of

several steps behind,” Sokolin says.

to

gs

those decisions.”

“VR is usually good for emotional

Google tested its AR glasses, Glass,
critics widely panned them.
Some advisor tech observers remain
skeptical of both technologies.
Bill Winterberg, technology consul-

Fidelity Labs just introduced Cora,

journeys, so I would see it as a way to

tant to advisors at FPPad.com,

which it calls a VR “agent.” Built using

get clients to understand what aging,

splashed cold water on visualization

Amazon Web Services’ VR application

or retirement, or parenthood are like,

use cases for VR. The presentations

a

Sumerian, Cora can answer questions

and to plan around it,” Sokolin adds.

may be counterintuitive and potentially

te

on how stocks are doing, pull up

“AR is going to change our journey

overwhelm clients, he warned.

company charts, and answer questions

through the world, creating digital

on how a company is doing. A client

twins out of everything. We can

possibility of VR and AR becoming

can ask Cora questions in a VR chat

imagine many overlays for budgeting

mainstays in wealth management.

room. Cora is a prototype, and the VR/

or emotional software, but this is far

“Maybe we can have this take off in 10

AR employee training programs are in

from being commercial.”

years,” Winterberg says. FP

a

n

or VR

But he remained open to the

s ap-

ng

Sharon Adarlo is a Financial Planning contributing writer in Newark, New Jersey. She has also written for The Wall Street Journal, and about science and engineering for Princeton University. Follow her on Twitter at @sharonadarlo1.
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Portfolio

famin

inflat

beca
Companies Index from 1970
to 1978, and the Russell 2000

often

W

comm

from 1979 to 2017.
The performance of

broa

non-U.S. equities was

worth

represented by the Morgan

seen

Stanley Capital International

I’m

EAFE Index. U.S. bonds were

index

represented by the Ibbotson

as we

Intermediate Term Bond

meth

Index from 1970 to 1975 and

matt

the Barclays Capital

index

Aggregate Bond Index from

comm

1976 to 2017. Cash was

trade

represented by three-month

Fo

Treasury bills.

Equa

Clients who own a
commodities fund must
be able to roll with the
leaner times, when
returns are negative.

Total

alloc

Bank

Yield

Exce

Th

A Sector to Watch
Including commodities funds in a portfolio may help clients as
inflation ticks up.

The performance of real
estate was measured by
using the annual returns of
the NAREIT Index from 1970
to 1977. From 1978 to 2017,
we used the annual returns
of the Dow Jones U.S. Select
REIT Index.

By Craig L. Israelsen

If clients own a commodities fund as part of a broadly
diversified portfolio, they

The U.S. economy has been in a low-inflation

loss of 1.97% (-4.03% average real return)

must be able to roll with the

environment for the past decade. But in a

during the 24 years with below median

leaner times. From 2009 to

twist on the old cliché: When it comes to

inflation. By contrast, in the 24 years with

2017, commodities produced

inflation, what goes down must come up.

above median inflation, commodities had an

an annualized gross return of

average annual gross return of 21.98% and

minus 4.84% (based on the

an average annual real return of 15.13%.

S&P Goldman Sachs

The average annualized rate of inflation as
measured by the Consumer Price Index has

BLOOMBERG NEWS

been 1.61% since 2008, compared with 3.99%

The performance of commodities here is

Commodity Index).
That’s a pretty rough go.

since 1970. If cycles repeat, inflation will rise

based on the S&P Goldman Sachs Commod-

again. When it does, commodities will be the

ity Index (GSCI). The 48-year historical

But over the past 48 years,

likely winner, as demonstrated in the chart

performance of large-cap U.S. equities in the

the GSCI produced an

“Low and High Inflation.”

chart is represented by the S&P 500, while

annualized gross return of

the performance of small-cap U.S. equities

6.99% (2.88% real return). It

was captured by using the Ibbotson Small

can certainly be feast or

Over the past 48 years (1970-2017),
commodities had an average annual gross
50 Financial Planning August 2018
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970

2000

an

onal

were

son

and

om

onth

famine with commodities. But when

to energy, at 65.4% (as of May 2018).

of minus 42.36%, followed by a loss of

inflation heats up, commodities benefit

Thus, the funds that track each of the

45.97% in 2015. As oil prices rebound,

because rising commodity prices are

different indexes will have markedly

however, DBC and GSG may perform

often the very cause of inflation.

different allocations to energy.

better than other broad-basket

While the GSCI is an important

The four commodity funds we use are

commodity index, there are other

the WisdomTree Continuous Commodity

broad-basket commodity indexes

Index Fund (GCC), the iPath Bloomberg

worthy of consideration, which can be

Commodity Index Total Return (DJP),

seen in the chart “Big Four.”

the Invesco DB Commodity Index

I’m focusing on these particular

Tracking Fund (DBC) and the iShares

eal

Allocations to the various
commodity sectors differ
substantially among the indexes.

S&P GSCI Commodity-Indexed Trust

as well as the differences in their

(GSG). DJP is an exchange-traded note;

tions to agriculture. The index that GCC

methodologies. The choice of index

the other three are ETFs.

tracks has a 47.1% allocation, whereas

matters because the composition of the

In 2014 and 2015, DBC and GSG

Consider also the different alloca-

the index that GSG tracks has a 14.6%

index influences the allocation that

had large losses due to their higher

allocation. Big difference. The allocation

commodity mutual funds and exchange-

allocations to energy. By contrast,

to precious metals also differs widely,

traded products mimic.

GCC and DJP had relatively better

with GCC and DJP both over 15%, while

performance based on their smaller

GSG is below 4%.

For example, the Thomson Reuters

energy allocations.

Total Return Index has a much lower

.

allocation to energy.

indexes because of their prominence

Equal Weight Continuous Commodity

ust
he

commodities funds with a smaller

The point is that the allocations to
the various commodity sectors differ

allocation to energy than the Deutsche

Riding Out the Rough Times

substantially among the indexes (and

Bank Liquid Commodity Optimum

Suffice it to say, 2014 and 2015 were

the funds that track them), and this

Yield Diversified Commodity Index

very rough years for oil. The largest

affects performance from year to year.

Excess Return (17.6% versus 59.4%).

commodities fund dedicated to the

For example, in 2010 GCC had a return

The S&P Goldman Sachs Commod-

energy sector is United States Oil Fund

of 25.4%, whereas GSG had a return of

ity Index has an even higher allocation

(USO). In 2014, USO had a gross return

7.83%. In 2016 DBC was up 18.5%,
whereas GCC posted a gain of only

of

970

7,

rns

elect

odi-

oadly

y
the
to

uced

rn of

he

go.

rs,

of

n). It

Low and High Inflation, 1970-2017

4.27%. (All returns are gross.)

Average gross return and average real return (inflationadjusted) of major asset classes during below median and
above median inflation years.

portfolio that contains only a commodi-

Average Gross &
Real Performance of
Various Asset Classes
(Gross avg. return /
real avg. return)
Large-Cap U.S. Stocks
Small-Cap U.S. Stocks
Non-U.S. Stocks
Real Estate
Commodities
U.S. Bonds
U.S. Cash

24 Years With
Low Inflation

051_FP0818 51

ties fund. Thus, the more relevant issue is
how well a commodities fund contributes to overall portfolio performance.
We can test this by inserting each of
our four commodities funds into a
diversified portfolio and measuring
overall performance over the past nine
years. If GCC was used as the commodi-

13.08 / 10.80
13.76 / 11.44
10.91 / 8.67
12.58 / 10.30
-1.97 / -4.03
6.39 / 4.27
2.45 / 0.41

Source: Steele Mutual Fund Expert, calculations by author
Financial-Planning.com

24 Years With
High Inflation

Of course, very few investors have a

10.82 / 4.70
12.61 / 6.26
11.33 / 5.21
14.26 / 7.86
21.98 / 15.13
9.03 / 3.00
7.39 / 1.33

ties fund in a 12-asset-class portfolio
(with an 8.33% allocation each to
large-cap U.S. stocks, midcap U.S.
stocks, small-cap U.S. stocks, non-U.S.
stocks, emerging stocks, real estate,
natural resources, commodities, U.S.
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Portfolio
The Big Four
Tracking the performance of four major broad-basket commodity indexes.
Deutsche Bank
Liquid
Bloomberg
S&P
Commodity
Broad Basket
Commodity
Optimum Yield Goldman Sachs
Diversified
Commodity Index
Index Total
Commodity
Commodity
Return
Index
Index Excess
Return
% Allocation in Index to Each Broad Commodity Sector
Energy
17.6
31.2
59.4
65.4
Agriculture
47.1
30.8
20.2
14.6
Industrial Metals
5.9
16.7
11.4
10.4
Livestock
11.8
5.9
0
5.9
Precious Metals
17.6
15.4
9
3.7
Annual Gross Performance of Four Commodities Funds: 2009-2017
Commodity Fund That
GCC
DJP
DBC
GSG
Tracks the Index
2009
19.62
18.64
15.08
15.14
2010
25.4
16.61
11.86
7.83
2011
-8.89
-14.52
-2.71
-3.25
2012
-3.69
-1.9
3.31
-0.61
2013
-10.92
-10.81
-7.57
-2.04
2014
-11.25
-19.04
-28.18
-33.6
2015
-18.64
-27.81
-27.41
-33.47
2016
4.27
12.65
18.5
9.92
2017
-0.54
1.16
5.12
4.48
9-Year Annualized
-1.43
-4.05
-2.77
-5.63
Gross Return
Thomson
Reuters
Equal Weight
Continuous
Commodity
Total Return
Index

Data source: Steele Mutual Fund Expert and Morningstar.com. Index allocations as of May 2018.

bonds, U.S. TIPS, non-U.S. bonds and

return was 8.29%. And if DBC was used,

as shown by the similarity in the overall

cash), the average annualized gross

the nine-year gross return was 8.52%.

portfolio. This removes the pressure to

return was 8.59%. This is assuming

Clearly, which commodities fund you

pick the right fund. The key is to have

annual rebalancing at the end of each

advise a client to invest in matters on a

exposure to a broad-basket commodi-

year.

year-to-year basis if their only portfolio

ties fund that will provide upside

holding is a commodities fund. But in a

performance potential when we

fund, the nine-year annualized gross

broadly diversified portfolio, it matters

experience our next round of inflation.

return was 8.38%. With GSG, the gross

less which commodities fund you select,

And we will. FP

If DJP was used as the commodities

Craig L. Israelsen, Ph.D., a Financial Planning contributing writer in Springville, Utah, is an executive in residence in the personal financial planning
program at the Woodbury School of Business at Utah Valley University. He is also the developer of the 7Twelve portfolio.
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CE Quiz
VISIT FPCEQUIZ.COM TO TAKE FINANCIAL PLANNING’S CE QUIZ.

From: 5 IRA Planning Strategies
1. 2017 Roth conversions can be undone up until this date,
per the IRS.
1. April 15, 2019
2. Oct. 15, 2018
3. Dec. 15, 2018
4. Sept. 15, 2018
2. What age must a client be in order to make a charitable
gift via QCD?
1. At least 59 ½
2. At least 50
3. At least 45
4. At least 70 ½
From: Ending Bad Trust Advice
3. What is the pass-through business deduction under new
Tax Code Section 199A?
1. 15%
2. 25%
3. 20%
4. 30%
From: 3 Strategies for Managing Big Capital Gains (online
only)
4. What is the highest AGI a client couple, filing jointly, can
have and still owe 0% in long-term capital gains?
1. $38,600
2. $65,300
3. $77,200
4. $80,300
5. What is the highest AGI a single client can have before
hitting the 20% long-term capital gains bracket?
1. $250,400
2. $479,000
3. $380,100
4. $425,800
From: What Clients Should Know When Claiming Social
Security Spousal Benefits (online only)
6. In order to file for a restricted application for Social

Security spousal benefits, a client must have been born on
or before this date?
1. Jan. 1, 1954
2. Jan. 1, 1960
3. Jan. 1, 1950
4. Jan. 1, 1945
From: Claiming Early Social Security May Not Be the Best
Strategy for High Earners (online only)
7. What is the Social Security earnings test limit for 2018?
1. $15,720
2. $16,920
3. $17,040
4. $18,060
From: A Sector to Watch
8. Over the period of 1970 to 2017, what has the average
annual real return of commodities been during the 24
years with above median inflation?
1. -1.97%
2. -4.03%
3. 21.98%
4. 15.13%
9. Over the same period, which of these asset classes had
the highest real average return during the 24 years with
below median inflation?
1. Real estate
2. Small-cap U.S. stocks
3. Large-cap U.S. stocks
4. Non-U.S. stocks
From: Are You Overestimating Clients’ Health Care Costs?
(online only)
10. What was the median lifetime health care cost from
age 70 to death (95 or later, after Medicare premiums)
reported in a study by the Employee Benefit Research
Institute?
1. Just above $200,000
2. Just above $80,000
3. Just above $100,000
4. Just above $27,000

Financial Planning offers its Continuing Education Quiz exclusively online at FPCEQuiz.com.
To earn one hour of continuing education credit from the CFP Board of Standards, please visit our website
and answer the questions above. Planners must answer eight out of 10 questions correctly to pass. Credit will
count under CFP Board subject A: financial planning process/general principles. The deadline for participation
is Aug. 31, 2019.
In addition, the Investments & Wealth Institute, formerly the Investment Management Consultants Association,
has accepted this quiz for CIMA, CIMC and CPWA CE credit. Advisors must answer eight out of 10 questions
correctly to pass. The deadline is Aug. 31, 2019.
If you need assistance, please contact SourceMedia customer service at help@sourcemedia.com or (212) 803-8500.
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For more information, contact Christina Chilelli at 212-803-8586

Always looking for ‘RETIRED’ Investment Advisors
‘TIRED’ of losing
monthly income!
Contact Jonas C. Everett, radio & tv host
with over 21 years of experience in mergers
& acquisitions for:
- Book of Business Purchases
- Lump Sum Opportunities
- Branch Office Opportunities
- Complimentary Appointment Scheduling
- Succession Planning

Tune into the Premier Financial Hour Tuesdays at
6pm on WMT 600AM & Financial Perspectives
Sundays at 11:30am on KCRG Channel 9

Free Succession Planning System for Retiring Advisors
www.lightedtunnel.com
3600 1st Avenue NE, Suite 100 | Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
(800) 383-6590 | jonas.everett@premieriowa.com | premierinvestmentsofiowa.com
Securities offered through Registered Representatives of Cambridge Investment Research, Inc., a Broker/Dealer, member FINRA/SIPC. Advisory
services offered through Cambridge Investment Research Advisors, Inc., a Registered Investment Advisor. Cambridge and Premier Investments of Iowa are not affiliated.

Are You Reaching the Female Market?
In the next five years, private wealth is expected to grow from $14 trillion to
$22 trillion—women will control an estimated two-thirds of that money*.

Don’t Miss the
The Women’s
Choice Award for Financial
Advisors & Firms was created to
March issue
of Financial
Planning:
help women identify advisors that provide quality service and possess a strong
commitment to their female clientele**. For advisors, it provides a competitive
Complying
with
Fed’s
advantage to stand
out fromthe
the competition.
We dominate GoogleRuling
rankings when women
Fiduciary
- are searching for financial advisors.
Take advantage of our online presence as well as program benefits including
turnkey resources, dedicated landing page, a feature in our national USA Today
What Advisers
Can Do to Assure
ad—just to name a few.
Compliance
Join
the elite network of Women’s Choice Award advisors and start attracting
the most powerful decision maker in the world: women.
Space Close: 1/31
®

*Source: www.cnbc.com/2015/02/02/sors-have-such-a-hard-time-reaching-women.html
**Advisors that meet our 17-point criteria can earn the Women’s Choice Award.

Visit us at womenschoiceaward.com or contact jtorres@womenschoiceaward.com for more information.
Financial-Planning.com
Financial-Planning.com
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Selfie
Not Just a Mickey Mouse Job

the park’s history and talked
to other cast members about
the attractions where they

After graduation, this planner-to-be detoured to Disney World,
where the lessons he learned applied more than he’d expected.

worked. By the end of my
time there, I was well
prepared to answer most
guest questions and do fun

By Elijah Essa

things like ask them trivia
questions about the park. No

After we graduated, many of my fellow

could see the show, which was nearly

matter what job you have,

students from Western Kentucky University’s

halfway over. I politely informed them that

having a high level of

personal financial planning program

no more guests were allowed in the theater,

competence can dramati-

immediately sought jobs at financial

to which they promptly cursed in my face

cally increase your own

planning firms and simultaneously com-

and told me they were never coming to

confidence and enhance a

menced studying for the CFP exam.

Animal Kingdom again.

customer’s experience. I am

I decided to take the

It would have been easy

seeing the value of this

road less traveled — the

to tell these people that I

lesson again as I work as a

road to Orlando, Florida.

was glad I’d never see

financial planning associate.

For five months after

them again. Instead, I

Having a high level
of competence can
dramatically increase
your own confidence
and enhance a
customer’s experience.

graduation, I worked at

promptly apologized and

Walt Disney World’s

told them of the second

Animal Kingdom as a cast

show later that night, and

member. Essentially, I

asked if there was any way

talked with park guests for

I could make their experi-

six nights a week. I had

ence better. This is not

suspected that working at

human nature, and I’ll

Disney World would have

admit, it is not always the

treat every client as a Walt

many more parallels with

way I reacted in these

Disney World guest who is

financial planning than

situations. But I tried my

seeking guidance and

first meets the eye. In the

best to maintain integrity

answers. Yes, financial

end, I was right.

while wearing the Disney

planning scenarios are vastly

uniform, just like I now

more complex than simple

that, in Disney World, the

maintain a fiduciary duty

theme park questions, but

customer is always right. I

when working with clients.

the notion is the same.

can tell you firsthand that

Putting others’ needs

this is not the case, as

above your own can be

telling clients to “have a

there were probably

exceptionally difficult, but I

magical day” around the

hundreds of times when I

know firsthand that it is the

office, Disney’s core mission

There is a perception

had to step in to correct a guest.
At Animal Kingdom, for instance, we had
a loose policy that guests could not enter a
show once it had started. One night, there
were a few guests who asked me if they

most rewarding way of doing business.
One of the other lessons I learned at
Disney was about competency.
On my first day at Animal Kingdom, I was
given a park map. I studied that map, read

Financial advisors should

While I may not be

to make people happy is
essentially what I do
now, too.
In fact, it is my primary
goal. FP

Elijah Essa is an investment advisor representative for Coats Financial Planning in Louisville, Kentucky. Follow him on Twitter at @ElijahEssa.
To submit a Selfie commentary, email fpeditor@sourcemedia.com. Post your comments online at financial-planning.com.
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Best Media Brand. Two years in a row.*

*Financial Planning wins a 2018 Neal Award from Connectiv,
The Business Information Association — the second
consecutive year we’re honored as Best Media Brand
for Overall Editorial Excellence.

financial-planning.com
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THERE’S A NEW NAME FOR
PRUDENTIAL MUTUAL FUNDS:
PGIM FUNDS.

1
Powered by a top 10 investment manager globally,1
Prudential Mutual Funds are now known as PGIM Funds.
Only the name of each fund has changed, replacing
Prudential with PGIM.

1
Prudential Financial is the 10th-largest investment manager (out of 562) in terms of global AUM based on the Pensions & Investments’ Top Money
Managers list published on 5/28/2018. This ranking represents assets managed by Prudential Financial as of 12/31/2017. 2 75 funds domiciled in
the U.S. and 26 funds domiciled in Ireland that are managed by an affiliate. 3 Simfund, as of 3/31/2018 among top 50 competitors between 2008
and 1Q2018 based on net flows. Excludes ETFs and money market funds. Mutual fund investing involves risks. Some funds are riskier than others.
Consider a fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. The prospectus and the summary prospectus contain
this and other information about the fund. Contact your financial professional for a prospectus and the summary prospectus. Read them carefully
before investing.
Investment products are distributed by Prudential Investment Management Services LLC, a Prudential Financial company, member SIPC. Separately
Managed Accounts are offered through our affiliates.
© 2018 Prudential Financial, Inc. and its related entities. PGIM and the PGIM logo are service marks of Prudential Financial, Inc. and its related entities,
registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. 0317681-00002-00
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With more than 100 funds globally2 across asset classes
and strategies, we’re among the fastest-growing
fund families.3 Learn more at pgiminvestments.com

